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Abstract 

In the.sis firstly the theory of Relativistic Cosmological 
the process over the 1 - 1993. 

apropos of is 
via a variational formulation of 

bat ion the process new 
the development of variables, culminating in a 
formulation. 
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1 

Introduction 

or nature 
This empirical 

of mathematical 

the initial simplicity 
does 

matter how 
the utility and 
sive application 

it delivers; 
universe. 

years ago, Einstein's 
t.echnically, 

by a physical 
difficult to digress into 'JU'<LV~'V 

sight of the more 

of General Relativity 
generations of 

by a demeanour 
seen the 

as int.uit.ively as 
and aesthetic rever-

more modestly from the 
in that it attempts more soberly to explain pVl,<:h,n 

comprise ()hQP""" 

7 

one may argue that this is 

theory, no 
through 

the most ex pan-

Perturbation Theory in the subsequent 
of the research that 
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half century by 
is intended not only to 

also to demonstrate how 

described through ~'··-····r

into the func
research is done 

in contrast. to General Relativity, the scientific 

arena in a far more 
seventeenth century. 

the efforts of 
its parallel 

and culminating in the 
the last fifty years, it 
underpins most of 
this utility as a basic 

Physics, modern 

asa 
two issues have by no means 
resolve them; rather, one aim 
formulation of the 
Perturbation Theory. 

Another aim, as alluded t.o previously, is to cover 

of so many branches 
physicality in 

and experimentalists 
two principal stances 

can seen purely as 
formulating Physics, 

nature. 
purpose of this thesis to 

'-'VOL"'V"JhL'0~' Perturbation The
ory in its own right reasons expounded above. , one is consequently 

two such seemingly disparate inclined to wonder as to motivation behind 
as Theory and the 

son and this choice it 
a purely 
firstly, an 
secondly, the 
Perturbation 
Variational 
Cosmological 
interrelationship. a 

for 

two particular to what is all too often 
when perusing treatises across the academic tenuous and 
attempted justification of a scientist for his or her research into a particular a 
motivation which comprises an inflated assessment of importance and inane 

results. In this opinion, an affinity to sci en-
personal curiosity, and that unshackled academic 

","","u.vu.,,- progress; is sufficient as a 
Firstly then, in 

the relevant 
form. This is 

above topics, an "TV .... '·"" 

L"".V","U.'~VH..,O is presented in full at 

8 

and in a compact 
discussing the principal 
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conceptual This method simplifies 
in the thesis as whole being complete in that it 

This philosophy is also intended at con
and .the 

appear as chapters one 
'The Underlying Mathematics and . In the process, it is 
the mathematical of Geometry the Variational 

In completing Part One, a 
this provides necessary ~~~"'>~. 

having 
vU'V'''~O to Cosmological 

Part Two covers the numerous ap
method 
theory each approach separately by starting with the 

being 
paradigms. 

which 
Quite 

on the methodology, various 
philosophy behind discussing 

this literature, is the demonstration of 
one encounters a summary 

would seem to 
progresses in a logical , linear neat 
which doesn't; justice to the labour and functioning of 

.~''" .... ~ at the seminal papers that have Cosmological 
how the developed, but 

subject by 
It is 

developments 
hence liberty is taken in including many of as 
this is indeed a vast .area research, the literature is indeed consequently, it 
has necessary not to select the research papers and results, but to 

these to the time span subsequent years have seen a veritable 
in research into theory, in the light the 

COBE large scale structure observational of the 
the smaller scale BOOMERanG results. been 
inclusion of kinetic theory methods and These more recent developments 
seen a renewed interest in especially observational Cosmology, as they have nrl')u',"I>" 

the time tangible for or the numerous Cosmological 
this has back from a t.heoretical and 

ments cannot be 
for the 
the 

approach is reviews on Perturbation in 
LVLW'<Oi:) on a time span as opposed to a particular subcategory of the It 

is thus to a perspective the numerous to Perturbation 

9 
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and assess 

Two, 
been done so as to clarify the conceptual 

an understanding between the 
the 

on 
independent contribution, and is 

Perturbation Theory. 
Finally, Part Three to 

tivity and Cosmological Perturbation 
course the formulation 

addition to formulations apropos of Metric 
thor's own to 
an action and 

In 

the very end. 

10 

while at the same time 

a more systematic 
formal theory 

collectively at 
and literature. 

in the 

in 

General 

and in 
there is the au-

at 
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Part I 

The Underlying Mathematics and 
Physics 
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"The 
it can't 
in which 

natv,r'e lies continuously open our- eyes of 
under-stood fir-st to under-stand 

it is w1'itten. It is wr-itten in mathematical language, and its 
" Galileo Galilei Saggiator-e) 

but 

are 

and physical framework in 

which 
will be 

the theory of theory. physical theory which 
here to cosmological perturbation theory will that 

Relativity. 
spaces with 
LllHClCl1Ll.:Ll Geometry. 

theory 
is formulated within 

Consequently, a knowledge of Geometry is a 
site to understanding manipulations and 
of subsequent results in the following chapters. relevant 

will provided in 2. chapter will focus on the formulation of 
over a manifold, as 

and conceptually 

is a as well tn(~oret;IcaJ understanding 
the above topics will the Variational Principle in Gravitation and Perturbation 

be with in some 

12 
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Chapter 

Differ ntial Geometry and 
Calculus 

"The idea that 
panic amongst 
verified. " 

A. Whitehead 

2.1 Manifolds 

are 
underlying ,,''''''rr'''''''T 

which is 
to utilise the CLu"V'--j( .. ~;u 

Chapter 3, the 

1.1 Manifolds 

to 

Tensors 

a manifold M consists two 
the open sets {U oj 

stated formally as 
."V'VF",",u" space T, 

A topological space 
topological space into 

.. For each T there exists an open set UCt such that P€UCt 

all such open sets {U ex} covers 

exists a bijective char-t where .. For each a 
where the set all A = {<Po:} , ad is raT'C)"Y-'''' to as an atlas; 

set of 

c 

.. For any two open sets 
Q -1 

exists a Coo bijection <Pf)o: = 

[Uo n Up] c 
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Such a topological 
M. 

LU~''''',.UC;l with the defined A is called a manifold 

The 
application 
cover it; for 

may space; 
to cover the entire topological space, unless 

of this is illustrated below. In the physical 
HausdoriT defined 

one 
does not constitute a 

In contexts it is readily seen 
to represent the physical R.elativity itself; however, as 

will be seen, the concept a manifold being suitably abstract, can be 'YD',"""·" 

this level of simplicity. When Cosmological 
the t.he of the manifold definition will 

Submanifolds 

notion a manifold, one can go one farther in defining the 
of a submanifold; following this is as follows: a p-dimensional submanifold 
N an n-dimensional manifold M is a of of M having property 

in some open neighbourhood U of an arbitrary point Q in N exists a 
M in which points of in that neighbourhood are u",uU'-oU 

o. It follows trivially that this definition is consistent with 
properties of a manifold, as expounded thus that a 

UHu;.UHHJ!U is a in its own right. 
the notion of a the application of subsequen-

and tensor theory to certain regions space-time are of particular 
as will be seen later. Such examples of 

space-time are the and past cone an observer, a 
will be expounded in more detail . In general, a 

in an n-dimensional manifold is an (n - 1) submanifold that manifold. 
seen shortly, the way in which one chooses such a is usually linked 

to FTObenius' Theorem. 

14 
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2.1.2 Spaces and 

an n-tuple x(! , .. to every point P in 
V'~/;;"""'" space; defines a 'point' in the UlCUULV'U that this 

a point does not satisfy criteria a vector) as the 
etc. are ill-defined, if not meaningless; for how 
points in a general topological space? This is an area 
to such a vectorial structure, one defines a vector as an element 

tangent space at a point P in the manifold. is achieved through the 
a vector as directional acting on a point as follows: 

of real 

v= a 8 
V -- . 

a 

that the operator v maps the point P onto the 
functional in the sense, is 

this one also that 
of such vectors formulated in terms 

such an arbitrary vector would 

vector space, which can in turn 
It is to note 

from {en} 

8 

a 
to another 

the 

field 
as a 

space is 

an arbitrary vector v in this new co-ordinate system, would 

(2.3) 

vector transformation reverse • .ua,L1VH J~ is 

J(~.Jb 

where is the Kronecker delta. Equivalent to the definition 2.1, one may 
consider vector in parametric form. a parametrically defined curve 

in M, i.e. a map of an interval ofthe line into M, one may a contravariant 

vector tangent to l(t) at the l(to) as the (%t)l which maps each 

f at to onto the (-~f)!lto; i.e. the of f in the direction 

terms a local system in the l (to): 

15 
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(2.6) 

hence, to the previous definition 2.1, one has: 

v= = (2.7) 

which as components of vector. Physically, if one treats the 

as proper as a quantity. 
one can state that, LlA .... cOlJLlrLl,el vector v there exists an 

curve l(t) manifold, holds. 
function f on l(t}: 

v(f) = dt (2.8) 

Naturally, one can now (M) associated with 
T(M): if one v E T(M) then a covariant vector or 'I/J ETt(M) 
such that 'I/J : v --t ~ ~ refers to the of real numbers; 'I/J is a 
linear functional. Bearing basis representation in mind, one may then a dual 

the vector v onto its component va. In 
inner linear functional, one has: 

Hence, considering the basis the space one must 

any 

(ea., 

for which one 
basis for the dual space must 

Given then an f(x D
) on the 

differential f(xo.) as df = 
vector vane has: 

a covadant vector, with the components 
a surface 

(2.9) 

10) 

formulation is conceptually convenient as it one to contravariant 
vectors as being tangents to curves within the f(x a ), covariant vectors as 
being the normal to that and inner product of the two as the gr'adient the 

f = O. 
the components a contravariant vector, as in va, 

indicates the a covariant vector, as in Va' it will shortly explained, 

16 
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a metric tensor, how to calculate contravariant and covariant 

tensor in generaL 

Tensors 

Having defined the notion a vector in the as the dual space, one 

can define a (m, n) tensor as U onm 

copies of ... T m and n 

where 
linear 
written as: 

such 
dices 

U: Tl ® ... T m ® 

® indicates the standard 

the above tensor then transforms as: 

is definitive tensor 
used to define a 

and refers to the 

components, the 
2.13, Under a 

ns:torm1ttl1on law, definitive in 
one can define a tensor as an 

the transformation ""r,,:»"'" 2.15. This is probably best 
tensors in general as it is difficult, impossible in many cases, to 

{2. 

it suffices to say tensors are the natural extensions 
contravariant vectors. simple examples of type-two tensors are 
of as those 

mechanical stresses 
the inertia tensor for rigid bodies as 

tensor of Electromagnetism. 
"v ... ,.,v" ... ,," matrix representation; 

standard matrix 
space is this possible as 

sian tensors, have the property 
tensor are identical. In 

as will be defined m 
are not equivalent, as will 

quantities. As the 
the tensor, 

contravariant and 
though, when one has 
this chapter, the contravariant 
seen. 

17 

covariant 
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A tensor is said to be symmetric in a of if it remains u,-,.,a.";<.<;U when 

these two indices are e.g. for a four-tensor: 
the second and third c. the to indicate 

the indices question: Tabal 

extricate a 
tensor. For a two-tensor, it can be 

third indices band c. 
band c if 

1 1 
2 (Tab + na) + 2" 

+ T[ab] . (2.16) 

decomposed symmetric 
remain a part is neither 

For tensors though, one 

T(al ... a n ) 

... anl 

ih {sum over permutations of 
(2.17) ih {alternating sum over permutations indices} 

The ''''~'''~.,.. Tensor 

it provides a 
initially, as will be seen. 

In a metric tensor is any 
manifold. 

U= lui 
I 

u)l) 2 

with any vector u. Two vectors u, v are said to orthogonal 

v) = 0 

use of 
structure of 

quantity to 

(2.18) 

(2. 

one that v) g(v, u). With respect to a co-ordinate 
, one may express the metric as: 

g::::; (2.20) 

that the lJVue.UL>:l are: 

18 
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gab = (2.21) 

One can now concept a length or distance be1r.WE:!en 
as follows: some curve in 
points P = l(a) and Q = l(b), and with tangent vector 
same along all of l{t)j then the path length h",tUTA~'" 
defined as: 

(2.22) 

The infinitesimal distance ds along a curve is usually expressed as: 

(2.23) 

Now, 
vector u 

g is does not a non-zero 
v) 0 for all v, then a unique symmetric dual tensor 

with respect to the { eO.} with COI1np(ments gab such 

(2.24) 

Hence, matrix form, matrix of components gab is inverse of the matrix 
components gab, where non-degeneracy is equivalent to the matrices 

the tensors used to as linear 
""'''',..nlh.O· ..... h,pt""",,,," cIDn1;ra'var'laIlt and vectors. Thus, U a defined by: 

b 
gabU (2.25) 

is the covariant vector associated the contravariant vector ua . result can 
extended to tensors arbitrary type; example 9bdTabc = c. Hence gab, gab are used 
to and 'lower' indices. matrix form type two gabTab = defines 
the trace of the of a vector is now lui = -/gabuaub = 

sense one sees is, as in the standard case, the natural 
product defined on as eXJ>ected. 

Note at any arbitrarily point P, one can 
that at that point components of the 

one can ... v ... u ... c .. .., 

number of positive 
that if g is and continuous on 

constant throughout the manifold. 

Forms and The Exterior Product 

type (O,p) tensor F 
a p-form; that 

then a n_'IU',m 

{F 1\ G)al 

19 
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the space of 
the Grassmann "u"'." ......... 
following: 

(F 1\ G)al ... apbl ... bq == F[al ... apGb1 (2.26) 

.. .of;" ..... ,...! to as the wedge product. 
what is ... ,t;'"..r~>rI 

(2.27) 

a is volume element which is used formulating 
determinants type-two tensors; this be developed 

shortly. 

.LU ... ","".U"'"6 the notion of mtegI'atllon over a manifold which is required 
'''''.'LVU''''' ,-,ONl,-,·unw approach to Gravitation one will to formulate 

ONlA<>o..,;,vu of a tensor. Consider of a co-ordinate 

J = 1

8xa 
I 8x,b (2.28) 

Then a relative tensor of is defined 

the convention of using a Gothic to 
it follows that a standard tensor is 

a relative tensor of that one can combine relative tensors in 
same. manner as for standard with one the product of a relative 

tensor of weight with one of weight W2 is turn a tensor of weight Wl + W2; 
consequence of the definition above. Relative tensors weight are UOl ...... l.' 

.. ""fi, .... t,...! t'd as tensor densitiesj similarly, a relative scalar of unit weight is called a scalar 
density. will of importance later, simple examples of which are the 
metric determinant and the Lagrangian density, quantities which will be developed 

2.2 Differential Structure 

Naturally, in order to provide a suitable regime in which to formulate physics, it is 
necessary to a structure upon the formulated manifold. The 
subsequent definitions be seen to broad of differential con-

of ;Buc1idean space, and will induce naturally the notion of curvature, central 
geometric tenet of 

.l<:;auu .• ~ up to a generalised, covariant of the standard Euclidean-space partial 
derivative, one can formulate a of derivative purely in terms of Euclidean partial 

20 
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derivative, covariant to impose any i'" 'UlI .. '" structure on 

L~U,U~L~ as will necessary later; is the derivative. 

.1 

Lie the way in which a tensor field as it 'moves' along 
the integral curves of a vector In order t.o accomplish one needs to 
the tensor at a point P on an integral curve l (t) the vector field u with 

a small distance t along the curve + t), i.e. an 
Hence one a Q to P and look 
between this the tensor L;;,.t as -+ O. 

can this as a diffeomorphism 'P t : P -+ Q 
t this can be considered as : M -+ M; one can it as a map 

on general tensors. the derivative of a tensor field T with respect to 
vector u is defined as: 

== lim 1 (<P*T 
t-+O t t 

at any point One can most conveniently calculate 
The for a scalar .f is: 

as can be expected; for a vector v it 

[u,v] 

the notation in the last is rol'Or1ra,; to as 
to verify result: 

[u, v] = -[v, 

above a co-ordinate 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

Lie bracket; it is consequently 

(2.34) 

However, a vector F in a co-ordinate basis one can show that; 

I t is also tri vial to show if one chooses a co-ordinate in which u is the 
co-ordinate vector 

for any tensor T. The results are then easily extended to tensors of types: 

21 
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The 

A vector 
vanishes: 

... a,n 
... bn 

v is said to be invariant 

[U,V] = 0 . 

By definition the Lie 
completely along by the other, 

Geometrically this 

where g is metric tensor; in 

+ 

If one then '-''t'vv."..,,, U = , one 

implying that the metric is independent the 
a symmetry associated the direction 

2.2.2' Frobenius' Theorem 

vector 

(2.37) 

and trans
approach. 

U if the Lie bracket 

field is 
other 

rotation implies axial 
directly the vector The 

the Killing vector fields: a vector U 

is: 

o . 

(2.41) 

the the manifold 

and the notion of submanifolds, particularly hypersurfaces, 
is the 
whether 

Frobenius. will to for 

22 
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of powerful, standard, Differential It 
physical interpretation in many cases, as 

Theorem, will not proven here Sch1dz for 
two formulations: for vector and 

a more thorough 
The vector 

Consider an M p-dimensional submanifold N. 
fOT eve1'y set of vectors V in some neighbourhood U in N having Lie Brackets 

one another are also linear combinations of vector fields in the set (i. e. 
form a Lie algebra), then the integral curves of these vector fields mesh 

to form a family of subman~folds each the same of the vector space 
the at point in U, and w'ith each point lying in 
submanifold. This set of fills U completely, and what is 

foliation ofU, each the 

The rests on proving the that any neighbourhood U 

) .. . x P } with a corresponding co-ordinate basis { ,. . . } 

It naturally that the foliation U 
nn~e-:sm:l.ce can by 

same 
point P whose restrict.ion to vanishes is 

ideal if for every ai 

""~a._1"""T·YY>" {ad is 

in complet.e by the A 
on an n-dimensional manifold, any 
closed. One can now state the one-form version 

Given a linearly independent set of 
hood U of an n-dimensional manifold M 
exist Aij and ,i, j = 1. . . J) such that: 

l' 

j=1 

daj is also 
is contained 

consequence of the latter is that 
set n or (n - 1) one-forms is 

F = ) .. . a p } in an open neighbour'-
If and only if this set is closed, there 

(2.42) 

These 
an 

for-mingo Consequently, this set one-forms F 

lators of F,. each 
submanifolds 

submanifold, tangent vector's of which aTe the annihi-
one such submanifold, and the set of all 

cOr;nVt,eieliU fills U as a foliation. 

the two of the t.heorem speaking, 
(dual as in 'dual ) as expected). Firstly, the 

23 
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dual Lie of the vector form is the closure 

one-form formulation; secondly, 
vector spaces: if the vector 

then they naturally 
of the 

2.2.3 derivative 

"',",HU'AJ. the notion of a 
differential operator 

onto (p + 1 
, and is U<::;1111"-U 

is the correspondence 
of the 

and the wedge product, one can associate 
the exterior derivative. This is an 
Acting on a scalar function f it 

inner as follows: 

< df,u u(f) , 

all vector fields u. the components are: 

(2.44) 

Acting on a p-form 

A direct consequence 
exterior derivative 

dQ 

which can easily proven 
and it is crucial in 
shortly, and in the process 
ubiquitous in Physics. 

/\ dxU2 
/\ •• • dxup it results in: 

/\ /\ ... /\ 

nature of t.he 

d(dQ) = 0 , 

the Although 
formulation of 

many of 
over 

standard vector 

is that double 

may appear abstract 
as 

results 
seen 

are 

The Absolute and Covariant Derivatives 

As a co-ordinate 
as a tensor is by 
standard partial 
so, one the 

a 

the chosen atlas, and 
U'~.U'~'''l one may 

""""O,'T to this co-ordinate 

(2.47) 

as a tensor under 
However, one would desire 

which is still a tensorial quantity. 
definition a partial in terms of a limit of 

quantity evaluated at two different Note, however, 

24 
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this problem is not inherent. in case of 
in manifold, as is evidenced from 

thus needs to define a differential 
partial 

connection \l on 
assigns to each vector v at 

maps an arbitrary vector field u into a vector field 

(av + f3w) 

\l uUv) 

J\luw + g\lv w 

+ 
uU)v + J\l u v , 

function 

the di-

(2.48) 

(2.50) 

such f, 9 are arbitrary fUllctions, The \l u v 
is referred to as the absolute derivative direction u at 

and construction is seen t.o ordinary t.otal derivative. 
Analogously one can the covar'iant derivative \lv of the vector v as being a 
(1,1) tensor when contracted with u gives and that: 

\lUu} = df ® u + J\lu (2.51) 

the contraction this with u yield the total derivative by 
the covariant derivative is then desired of the 
will be shortly. 

If one now contravariant 
co-ordinate 

11lIJUL'Clll.~ as follows: 

{ea } with its n~'·>·""~f'.~rI 
one can write the covariant 

n a /;,0. 
v U u ;/;e '<Yea , 

such that the the covariant derivative !.-V1Wl'H.t;H~ 
notation in 2.47; and where connection is determined by 
the rabe as: 

then, the 

u 

.l.lX;;H!.-C, for any vector field U , one 

\lu = \l(uaea) = 

co-ordinate to: 

> ¢:} \lee rabceu ® ell . 

one has: 

comma 
functions of 

{2.54} 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 
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if one is a continuous curve l(t) in the manifold, then one can the 
of a vector u the curve as: 

If then 

as: 

Notice 

···(1·m 
... bn;c 

Metric Connection 

(2.57) 

propagated 
vector 'maintains its with """y,""'T' 

a vector field with 
these can 

a dx b dxc 

+fb -
C dt 

(2.58) 

being the 'a'th component of the 
of 'b'th basis vector. 

,,,am-ld 
."bn 

(2.59) 

physical curvature of 
as the curvature 

the 

Given a metric gab on a manifold, one can define a unique kind of """Ul<'",L"VU by 
the 

basis vectors 
f a

bc take on the 

The 
efficients. 

connections thus 

9ab;c 0 

_ 1 II.d( - 29 9db,c 9bc,d + 9cd,b) . 

with a metric are 

26 

(2.60) 

covariant of 
2.60, the connections 

(2.61 ) 

the Christoffel co-
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Relative tensor 

the same notions and a~ in 
show the covariant derivatlve 

tensor 
as: 

one can a 

, .. am 
... b" ;c 

(2.62) 

Note that in the case for a (1,0) tensor one has: 

(.2.63) 

ordinary It follows 

Application to 

Hone a symmetric ~Ul"L"_'. i.e.: ra
Cb1 it. immediately the partial 

in the Lie expression can be replaced. covariant derivatives: 

[U, v] 

= (2.64) 

Henceforth symmetric connections will though, one can 
a torsion tensor as: 

+ ... + 

vanishes. 
result for 

(2.65) 

derivative is now 

(2.66) 

2.2.5 The Derivative 

1\s will 
of 

to investigate 
orthonormal 

amount to 

~,".H~·'~' Relativity, one wishes to a reference 
along a curve l(t) in the manifold. One then wish 

VU'CH'I;:'VO as one moves along the curve. If, for an 
one of vectors is set equal to unit 

wish to this along the curve 
at each along the curve. This would 

However, if the basis vector originally 

27 
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set to the vector to the curve were it would not 

tangent to the curve, unless 
not to 
one can 
as a derivative along an integral curve l(t) 

g (u, as) v + g(u, v) Dv 

or in component 

v 
+ UbV at 

One can see immediately it ",0,1""",,,,, the 

• If is a then: 

Dpu Du 

at 
Fermi the LQ,lJlJ.',<:;1.1L vector is zero: 

=0 

• u, ware vector along such that = 0, w} 
constant l (t); 

• If u is a vector l(t) LU'-',,-VU,H to v then: 

where the sign .l projection of the in the of v. 
one has the desired property that, if one 
integral curve l{t) of v such that the Fermi 
one maintains an orthonormal basis at each 

the third property above. 

2.3 

viJ,;o,,;a,LI;:;,, an orthonormal 
each basis vector 

derivative one that the second covariant 
do not commute; that is, a vector ua : 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

A measure this non-commutativity is by the Riemann tensor Raved defined 

(2.73) 

28 
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The non-commutativity can 

derivatives 

the central 
with the absolute 
connection, one has: 

can thus 

the being 
Ricci tensor as: 

a - r a 
- axe db 

following 

and the Ricci curvature scalar: 

2.4 Integration 

In to synthesise 
be III, one 

by the 
Relativity. 

R= 

to that 
curve is not parallel to its original 

curvature of a space. If the sp.(:ond 

to fiat or Euclidean, as 

o 
o 
o 

identity. 

a . 

contrast 
terms of a symmetric 

defines the 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

to the formulation of a general notions of 
as a study 

the exterior 
the symbol and 
of the metric determinant. This will 
product. 

1 The Levi-Civita 

If one a basis of {
Ill e , ... 

a co-ordinate basis this 

and Determinants 

}, then one can the n-form: 

(2.80) 

the following: 

29 
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nit.ion, to be tensor 

a two-tensor Ab as follows: 

€ and hence 
Note 

IAbl 

Metric 

The above can thus be used to evaluate 
determinant be U",,"V.A"-. 

minant 

(2.82) 

symbol, by 
the determinant 

(2.83) 

determinant 

as follows: 

(2.84) 

weight 2, and thus Jl9T is a scalar density: 

so t.hat, 

important result for any vector A a : 

,a 

one can derive: 

g,e = ggab gab,e . 

the connection, the holds: 

any tensor AlLl ... arn: 
bl.·.bn 

g,lL 

= 0 ~ 

[/Mla 0, 

30 
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2.4.3 Volume 

Levi-Civita symbol, as 
this quantity will 

eX1Dn~SSlOrlS take 011 a 

in 2.80, is a tensor 
but in a general tensor 

invariant form are 
by multiplying factor 

which is easily verified as a tensor, having components: 

volume. as with 
geometry in co-ordinates, the of the metric, 
the Jacobian, acts as a ""'''''''''F. factor relating volume dnv to 
dn V. It also follows this volume element, in tensorial, is 
arbitrary co-ordinate 
'volume' elements 

transformations. When working in n-space, one 
as 'n-surfaces', as notion of volume is 

under 

to three-space. Note 
an n-vector with any 

that, directly to the Euclidean case, one can associate 
- I}-dimensional element dn - 1 V in following way: 

V, 

which will be referred to as the smjace-element 
is a unit n- vector orthogonal to (n - This is 
the area vector in 3-space multiple 
integrals over manifolds. 

2.4.4 over Manifolds 

of tensors over 

31 

(2.93) 

extension to 
to define 

is that different 
from the 

integral 
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(to which case it will be 
of 

to a scalar. This is 
lIC;Jlll:>"UU''''' manifold has a solitary ""',enr<",n 

component and a co-ordinate 

Given the fundamental 
in that one has by 

into account the 
means of the partition of 

one can now define the 
atlas {Uo:, ¢o:} and 

r G = I r 
J.Vi nl a 1cpa(U,,) 

or even a 

(2.95) 

being performed in 

rJ defines a 
an interpretation of the 
sense to n 

for an (11, - I)-form F 

is the {n -
a scalar 

unity and atlas 
volume element: 

volume measure on 
as volume of 

exterior derivative: 

r F = l dF 1 JaM 1M 
boundary of M. 

f over a submanifold U as: 

32 
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(2.97) 

now 2.96, one can define 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 
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If one now contravariant vector 
I)-form, hence 
UofM: 

the following 
then 
over the 

such has 

which is consistent with 
integral over the manifold. can now 
2.97 on a neighbourhood U of M: 

2.5 Co-Ordinate 

r Xadaa = r 
lau lu 

As earlier, the covariant formulation 
can be conveniently in terms of 

will briefly touched upon 

2.5.1 

)dx 1
. (2.100) 

(2.101) 

a 
Stokes' theorem 

(2.102) 

Formalism 

a tetrad can defined as a set of foUI' contravariant vectors at 

such 
eA 

and which are formulated in terms of the 

a particular case, in context it 
are constant orthonormal, 

A = 1,2,3,4 labels the vectors, and not their 
Roman to label indices will 

be written in terms of a 

the eA, the components, are functions of 
(xb). By definition one thus .has for an arbitrary 

are self-evident, 

the convention 

local 
f; 

103) 

Le. 

104) 
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the must. 

one can express an arbitrary tensor T(Ljb] in terms this 

tetrad, 

105) 

106) 

as follows: 

107) 

mati on will not effect the co-ordinate of a tensor. This convenient property 
is one a tetrad as defined above. 

with formulations, it is useful to a 
symbol. this quantity is defined as with co-ordinate case, except with 
tetrad indices: Hence one can calculate determinants quantities, 
specifically that the tetrad (in four dimensions): 

(2.108) 

a result of the one 

gAB 

(2.109) 

follows the 
now in mind definition 2.103, 

derivative of an arbitrary function I as 

I,A 
110) 

this to a type-two tensor: 

llI) 
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line 
the 

metric vV~UH'~ 
with "semi-colons", UHJ.~vU,V· 

resulting in: 

and Rotation Co-efficients 

to 

the commutation relations or stmct'U7'e constants "(~c to 
the commutator bracket as follows: 

Hence must hold: 

= 
A 

'Y BC 

tetrad basis vectors must Jacobi identities; 

= 0 . (2.116) 

can also now define the components or Ricci rotation co-efficients 

which it follows 

the spin connection 
is a useful property as 

uV.ue","" than the affine 
contexts. One can now calculate 

the Ricci tensor 

Ricci 

as: 

;0 , 

results in 
this naturally simplifies 

tetrad form of the Riemann tensor: 

+ 

",A ",E· + W EAwBD -

R = rrBDRBD 

35 
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118) 

(2.119) 

(2.120) 
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Returning now to the 
it as follows: 

The quantity TAIB is 
to tensors of all types, by 

directional 

int1'insic derivative, and is 

2.1 one can 

(2.122) 

extended 

one can define by 
the following 

this 

as: 

2::ABC 

A 
I BC 
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3.1 

1.1 

3 

us of Variations 

macrophysics, containing an enormous number 
fu s~n~~ 

UJc.",,~aJ variations in general are discussed and, 
on cosmological perturbation theory, 

to General Relativity are derived. 
will be not only to provide the requisite variational tools 

Cosmology, but also to inculcate a 
as will be justified, plays a crucially prominent 

a conceptual appreciation and understanding of the 
derivations of the resultant 

associated advantages. 
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P(x i ) is a purely 
that E «:: 1. This vB'"'''''''' 

) naturally as follows: 

+ 
f is a constant 

the "variation" 

as an operator, the variational operator. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

this it is evident. 
above definition it the variational operator commutes with any 
"Dr'.>r·f\?· d: 

+ 
-dQ 

d(c5Q) . 

is an important property of variational operator which will 
ly later. In the above context, only variations in scalar quantities have 
however, this is naturally to vector and tensorial quantities. 

particular fundamental differential quantities, bot.h tensorial and 
can now be formulated. 

1.2 Variations of Quantities 

In to providing the , the contents 
section are also intended, 

to central importance in 
the variations of the other 

can, however, 

tensor 

the metric variation: 

gab --t gab + 6gab 1 

(3.4) 

this 

(3.6) 
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(3.7) 

From these it follows that: 

gab gbc --t (gab + ogab)(gbc + Ogbc) 

O~ + ogabgbc + + 0(62) . 

Ignoring order terms in 0, the is con-

thus having no variation, it 

= 0 , 

so that, this , one obtains the useful identity: 

(3.10) 

for the tensor 9 one can 

(3.11) 

The Christoffel 

the Christoffel has by 

(3.12) 

Ricci tensor 

a variation 

(3. 

one can, using co-ordinates (choosing a point P at which the UU1::i\"'L.'VU vanishes 
identically) and definition of the tensor in terms of the 
show (see D'Inverno) 

= (8fl/JI[);a (ofab(J;d ' 

which is as This will be later in in the formu-
lation of the 
one has: 

General Relativity. Hence, using foregoing, 
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Variation of tetrad-defined quantities 

The following 
for General 

and for the 

While the following 

where the t"lieo}"",U 

3.2 The 

will be used in 
the tetrad e:, one 

!!!!,lIGUI. e: 

/Se = 

spin-connect.ion 

2V[a/sEAbf 

in the tetrad formulated 
the variation: 

are also 

eb[A (~V[a/Se~l + efBlefvf/SebC) 

U""Hle;u in section 2,5,1. 

Principle 

in physics has its 
in this section principle of vanishing combined with 
principle of least action will be used to formulate the classical Lagrangian 
sabon of the action integraL The mathematical theory of the 
variat.ions will be used t.o derive the equat.ions in their 

from Hamilton's The primary motivation for indulging in the 
this is historical; , it is'intended to provide a 

which follows. 

3.2.1 The D'Alembed 

in classical 
U\-">Uvu to 

16) 

(3, 

(3,19) 

particle (i is thus not a vector 

then the resulting 
remaining degrees 
by qi, i = 1,. , . (3N 

degrees of 
,-,,-,,-,v,,, will be referred to as 

40 

"".dUH.,U. to be a force restricts 

'" P 

An example of such a 

(3.20) 

will be 3N P. These 
co-ordinates, 

equations 3.20 will to 
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a as one 
kinematic relations. 

now to previous constrained by a normal 
to move on a plane, one notices that the no work. is· on 
account the fact that any motion of the body in the plane will orthogonal to the 
line of action of the normal force, whence zero In terms of the above definitions 
this amounts to: 

(3.21) 

which is defined to work vanishes. principle 
can be extended generally, 
constraint in a mechanical 

extrapolated as D'Alembert's of 
do no 

now third and splitting up the forces on a 

forces one has the following: 

then a virtual U'~'p".h"'-'H"~U" O'qi, and using 
following: 

one 

(3.23) 

with to time t from tl to t2) and noting that 

it2 0 (miq· - Fi . oqd 
tJ 

(3.24) 

mdqi' [2 (6T+ . oqi) dt 
. tJ 

1:2 

(6T V i Vi . O'qi) dt (3.26) 

jt2 
• t) (oT dt 

0' it2 V) 
t 1 

(3.28) 

0 I:dt (3.29) 

where i) zero 
1 . 
:2 mi% . qi IS UGl111C;U 

has been assumed: qi %(t2) = 0; ii) T = 
energy; iii) the external are assumed to 

be conservative: function Vi) and V Li is to 
the total potential iv) I: T V is called the Lagrangian of the 

the action for system. Equation 
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3.29 is known as Hamilton's variational principle: for a mechanical system 

is such that the action obtains a value. This is 
referred to as the pTinciple. The of this principle is 

following O>CI...ldU'H 

3.2.2 

Hamilton's 
it merely as a 
unified way. 

Advocates for 

the 

the relevance to 
",-"j,vv,,, of thought: 

or whether one OU,jLUU ..... :. ..... < ..... £1 

ubiquity and prevalence 
physics can be 

Quantum Field 

ever, a 
cannot yield 

exc::e[ltlCm is 

that the variational 
and symmetries; 
will be demonstrated 

Advocates for 
trived to yield 
work of the 
that 

However, 
and universality 
perhaps most 

3.2.3 The 

Treated within 
in its 

where x is 
independent 

addition, the 
yields results 

which follow directly 
in this chapter. 

latter argue that it is merely a mathematical trick UU"",L'-'UUA 

results within useful mathematical 
variations. This stance is motivated technically by the 

of vanishing is mathematically 

in a manner 
stance, the 

principle itself makes 
notion in all of physics, 

of Variations 

context 
arises from the 

is physically inane. 

cross-spectrum 
the most unifying 
its debatable 

of variations, the 
of the 

variable x(t) 
is some x and x. Optimisation 

that x(t), referred to as a which optimises 
.... "tarY·arl to mathematically as a functional, the terminology 

variable is itself a as opposed to an arbitrary 
usually not always, as a minimisation, 

action for the above process. Consequently, one 
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6I = f CZ 

C! 

=0 (3.31) 

the symbol Ii is used to a small variation in the integraL 
of 6 is as elucidated in section 3.1.1. In formulating the above action zero 
variation will firstly that = 0 t Cl or t C2· Here, one 
is referring to the as boundary of 

as will be to a multiple this 
1 )-surface, where n refers to the number ti 

the intee:ral in 3.30: 

I= ... j'c~") 
c(n) 

1 

i = 1, ... n. Hence one is 
Performing the variation 

boundary to the one 

Bliss' this 

3.34 is known as the 
equation is to as 

or variational der'ivative of Y. 

d 
dt 

fJI J 
= J 

1 X(td) ... dtn 

) lixdt 0 

o . 

(3.32) 

bounded by a (n 1)
applying the 
one obtains: 

(3.33) 

(3.35) 

by Bliss' yields Euler-Lagrange equations in shorthand notation: 

Ox 
o . (3.36) 

One can extend the analysis to most general by firstly considering a 
trajectory in n-space, where i 1, ... n; by treating 

m parameters ,and thirdly generalising to a function of 
with respect to to pth each derivative will be a 

to . This gives: 

this 

.i 
a2"" x,al 

equations on the 

. each as 

(3.37) 
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d [a~~, dt Ctj 

d(p~ 1) 
= 0 . (3.38) 

dtCt2 ... dtCtp-1 

respect to m Le. an 
inte

In all the cases 
above it has implicitly been that 

been considered is Euclidean; however, as the 
will required later, a 
done trivially via the 
that, as mentioned, results in the integration 
contexts the functional form is w;,f":n'ror1 

be by convention as 

An alternative formulation the Euler-Lagrange equations 

sake of convenient 
problem will be to being an elegant 
ularly practical in calculations and exhibits a simplicity. 

vvu".'uca the following simplistic 

I
t I 

I[¢] , to ,¢, (3.39) 

notion optimising let u(t) that trajectory which 
optimises i.e. oI[u] = O. Maintaining then the prior fixed boundary assumption, 
one can express a admissible trajectory ¢(t) (not optimal) as follows: 

= u(t) + w(t) , (3.40) 

) = 0, and E is some parameter smallness. Inserting 3.40 into 
I strictly into a function E: I = I[E]. Consequently, one can now 

Taylor expansion the functional: 

I[u(t)] + E E2 (d2I) (dnI) + -2 + ... I - + ... 
£=0 2 dE £=0 n, dEn £=0 

= I['Ll(t)] + + ... 

var"iation of functional I. second variation will not 
, it is noted however, and can indeed be proven, if the 

zero, the functional obtains a minimum as one would 
for mechanics, whence the term Least action 

principle. 
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3.2.4 Hamiltonian Approach 

this section the problem of optimising an 
to This will in a set order 

of motion, being derived as an equivalent set of 
In the process, the 

derived. 

Hamiltonian 

a L L(t,xa , 

moment'um as follows: 

It can easily shown from 
covariant vector with a one-to-one 
provided that 

one can a quantity the canonical 

Pa (3.42) 

the canonical momentum Pa is a 
resDondence to the contravariant vector xa. 

(axiax j ) ¥ 0 , (3.43) 

one can solve equation explicitly for xi = (t, ,Pa)' can then be to 
perform a 

H(t, Xb,Pb) . 

The canonical 

From the one has that 

on L to obtain the Hamiltonian Has: 

L[t xb , , ,Pc) , (3.44) 

functionality. transformation 
Hamiltonian, 

aH 

a:E a 

aH 

dpa 
+ dt axil 

45 

From 

at (3.47) 

derivative can be ".."f"""·yy,,,rl into: 

o . (3.48) 

equations, one the 
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= 

elt 

latter is obtained directly from 
will be used later apropos 

the desire for such quantities in 

The Hamilton-Jacobi relation 

xiJ. 

It 

now that there exists a class C2 

x"(t). This quantity can then be used to 

£ - dt 

£-

the optimisation of the 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

Euler-Lagrange equations. This 
theorem which yields conserved quan-

the curve C : 

(3.51) 

action: 

A(C) = rP2 
edt 

jp! 
(3.52) 

amounts to 

This is to 

of the new action: 

At(c) = I P2 

P! 

result: 

At - A(C) = 

optimisation 
;:'<;LLI;:'llt::;:, the following two 

as 
axa . 

at + 11. (t,x U
, as) axU 

Pa 

o . 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

A t amounts to determining 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

The latter equation is as the Ham'ilton-Jacobi r-elation, 

Extension to 

Considering an of the form: 

I (3.57) 
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such that 

such 
vector (the a 

functions SOt 

a = 1. . . m, one can 
1lu as fJ 

to Hamiltonian 

(3.58) 

Pa = f·S is to be the components of a covariant 
uI" 

being a parameter not a vector 
equivalent of Hamilton's equations then tranSDlre as: 

a1lp 
apa 

dtCX 

field may then, 
which one may 

6. 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

be defined through the set of 
the quantities: 

(3.61) 

{3.62} 

(3.63) 

these in mind, one can now write the relation as: 

aso 
1lfi + ct ~ o. 

3.3 Lagrangian Functional 

section more 
investigated along with 

3 .1 General 

action 
for'm: 

action 

denotes some 
denotes ordinary 
property 

3.6'5 will be assumed 

here will 

L C(XU, X,(" 

local co-ordinates, 
differentiation 
will be that 

to be invar'iant under' 
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functional dependence was assumed 
generalisations the Euler-

and ultimately physically relevant, 
consequences of invariance the 

on 

(3.65) 
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(xb ) 

that is, 

I[X(xIU)] 

which is to imply that: 

< .. 15Iau must 
be considered: 

case where A is a type (0,2) 
3.68 in terms of 
Principle will then 

with these additional constmint 

Field 

d ( ax") f' et. ax,b .r..., 

transformation 
In the sections two 

tensor 
equations to 

on the form of 

sake of to in 
on the 

£ £(xa, Xa, Xa,b, Sab) 

a 
it can by shown that the 
the nature (tensor 

£ = £(X(t) Xa,b) 

Sab are the 
Idet(Sab)i i O. The Sab 

by the variational 
such that the 

the consideration transformation nl'IH,,"1', of the 
£ in 3.70 under 3.66, the following notation will 

Lab 

Lab 
(8) = 

for convenience: 

(3.66) 

(3.68) 

of 

(3.71) 

corresponding to Sab, and not a tensor The 
transform under 3.66 as follows: 
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X'a J~Xb 

X'a,b 

S'ab 

J::11Xc + J(~ Jt Xc,d 

J~JtScd (3.72) 

such that as in the preliminary chapters the notation Ja = ax
U 

and JlL = a
2x

a has , ,b axlb be axlbaxlc 

been adopted. Consequently, 3.68 reduces to: 

£'(J(~Xb, J(~bXC + J~Jtlxc,d, J~Jt Scd) = J L(Xa, Xa,b, Sa/;) (3.73) 

Differentiating 3.73 with respect to X a, Xa,b and Sab respectively, the following obtains: 

L,al; JC + L,a JC 
au a 

L,ab JC Jel 
a b 

L,ab JC Jd 
(s) a & 

JL 

JLcd 

JLed 
(s) 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.76) 

which clearly show that the quantities Lcd, q~) are type (2,0) tensor densities. Differen
tiating 3.73 now with respect to Jb~ yields: 

L'(LI; X (8d 8e - 8"8d ) = 0 e a u b a (3.77) 

which, by virtue of the tensorial nature of CLb, implies that: 

Lab + Lba = 0 , (3.78) 

which is the first constraint 12 must obey by virtue of 3.73. A notable consequence of 
this constraint is that one cannot consider gradient fields in 12; if gradient fields were to 
be considered, i.e fields Xa for which Xa,b = Xb,a then this along with 3.78 would imply 
Xa,b = 0 resulting in 12 = L(Xa, Sab). 

Applying 3.78 to 3.74, the first term on the left vanishes yielding the definitive trans
formation for a type (1,0) tensor density. Hence one has the second constraint, that L,a 
is a type (1,0) tensor density: 

L'a = JJiLb . (3.79) 

Continuing by differentiating 3.73 with respect to Jt, and using the identity tit -
-& . 

J J a , one obtams: 

riC'x JC r,ad p 2 r lad S JC J r-J lL 

t...- b + dt...- ell + t...- (s) ell d = t...- b , (3.80) 

where the notation: 

Fab = Xa,b - Xb,a (3.81) 

has been used for later convenience and analogy, as will be seen; and]~ ~. Also 
note the useful identity: 
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+ 
now identity transformation xlt 

LaXI;+ 

can be rewritten as: 

Lal; = 1 [sabL 
(s) 2 

is the third constraint a 
be invariant 

as a equation 
are required from the 
HVLa,t,lVJ.l. reduce to the 

+ o . 
) 3.80 simplifies to: 

= agL 

- Sbc Lad Fclc ] 

(L) = L:t - ee' 
Lat - La , 

where the notation: 

in 3.85 results 
in terms of Sab. 
conditions. Secondly, 

a 
= 

[a(L);a 

o , 

a a 
aXa,b aXa 

[a(L),a 
-Lit 

,a 

o ) 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

which is 
shortly. 

and 

Lorentz condition, a name which will be justified 

The quanti ty 
terminology is 

now to constraint 3.84, differentiating it with respect to 
3.85 and 3.87, the following obtains: 

+ 
(3.88) 

is usually referred to as the 
consideration of 
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£ = .jSsab (lseilFacFvd + aXaXu) (3.89) 

where a is a constant. This is clearly seen to satisfy the form 3.68, hence the above 
analysis applies. Proceeding thus, one obtains firstly the Euler-Lagrange equations: 

fl'(£) 

and the energy-momentum tensor: 

2 (.jSFav)b - 2a.jSSIlU Xv 

o , 

£f:) = .jS (Fac FdcSdb - tS(!/J FCdFCd) - a.jS (sacSbdXeXd - 1sab SCdXeXd) 

while the generalised Lorentz condition 3.87 becomes: 

a axa (.jSsa/; Xb) = 0 

(3.90) 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 

If one now imposes sab to be the Minkowskian metric, and Xa to be the electromag
netic 4-vector potential, then 3.82 and 3.90 reduce to the familiar Maxwell equations, 
while 3.92 becomes the Lorentz condition, whence its name. 

3.3.3 Metric Field Theory 

In this section a Lagrangian of the following form will be considered: 

£ £(:1:(1, gau, gab,c, gab,ed) 

£(gao, gab,c, gab,ed) , (3.93) 

where gab is a symmetric, invertible (0,2) tensor thus generically representing a met
ric, whence the notational convention of using gab. As before, one requires that this 
Lagrangian be a scalar density: 

£' = J£ (3.94) 

As for the vector field approach, one now requires first to establish the tensor-ial 
nature of the Euler-Lagrangian equations associated with 3.93; and second, to formulate 
the constraint equations on 3.93 subject to the condition 3.94. Proceeding thus, one 
defines, as before, the following quantities: 

(3.95) 
a£ £Ilb = 

agab (g) 

(3.96) 
a£ abc = erg) 

agab,c 

(3.97) 
a£ £abed 

aga/J,cd (g) 
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noting the associated subject to the 
terms of quantities the Euler-Lagrange 

c;ab(c) [cabC _ cabed ] 
(g) (g),d ,c 

= 0 

and its 

C(Lb 
(g) 

In 

(3.98) 

The transformation 
differentiation of 3.94 with 

of the 3.96 and 3.97 are derived via 

J cabed 
(9) 

J Cabc 
• (9l 

JCah 
(g) 

ogab,cd 

- [,efgh]f' Jb JC Jd 
- (9) e f 9 h 

Og' 
+ 

8 ' ledef 9 + 
C (g) 8gab 

. led 
+ C (g) 

which one can see that ca(~)d is a tensor density, the other 
g. 

calculations one to introduce 
cf;) , . This is done 

(0,2) tensor 
its derivatives. ThIS navmg been one can 

follows: 

rabcds rab S 
L(g) ab,ed + + L(g) ab , 

is trivially to transform as a tensor density: 

Furthermore one 
quantities, thereby 

rabc 0 
, L(g)' ne 

that covariant 
formulation 

3.104 fully in terms 
desired 

= 

cabc + 2ra Cebc! + 2rb Ceete! + (g) ef (9) e! (g) 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3. 

quantities not. 
quantities closely 
by introducing a 

exactly as gab 

quantity as 

(3. 

(3, 

via gab. 
Expanding 

3.102, one 

103) 

_ r a rb rcefd 
cd efL(g) 

106) 
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:F = SabCab(C) + S raoce S r"bee] + ub,eJ...(g) - abJ...(g),e,c {3.107} 

[ 
_ r abed + T abe _ Tab] + 

J...(g);cd ;e S rabee S rabed] + ab;eJ...(g) - abJ...(g);d iC (3.108) 

HeHLC, equating the terms in square in the above two 
equations 3.98: following expression for the 

is thus fully 
nature of 3.98. 

of the constraint 
entiating 3.94. 
transformation x/a = 

objective is 
to the principal 

as for the vector 

+ ccoda + CdlJae = 0 (g) (g) , 

uaLlum;, one obtains 

109) 

the ten-

(3.110) 

which is the first constraint. 3.94 with to Jb~' again using the 
identity .nstormatlOn, one 

Choosing now a 
the pole P, 

which, along wi th 

at the pole 
is the second 

ture tensor 

rgfae + + L(g) 9gf,e o . (3.111) 

by = 0 = 9ab,e at 
3.111 

TiLbe + T eb1t 0 I 

symmetries of T abc , imply: 

Tabc = 0 (3.113) 

must be true everywhere by tensorial nature of Tabe. This 
on 3.93. Differentiating 3.94 now to Jt:, one obtains: 

2 radb + + J...(g) ged,b 
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then 3.113 and 3.1 one can rewrite 

as: 

1 ab£ _ £fLoe/ 
= --9 

2 je/ 

0 (3.116) 

can thus the of the equations to 

(£)jb CLued + 
(g),cdb rh h=O , (3.117) 

the above 
3.115. Consequently, 

3.105, 3.110, 3.113 
3.115 manifest 

selves in the the the associated s·inale con-
straint 3.117. 

Note that, using the 
Lagrangian 

a,HJ:,lan density 

derive further 
3.113: suppose 

3.105 this would _ £abe 
- (g) 

the assumed would in turn 
ty of £. result stating that not exist a Lagmngian 

the junctional £ £(gab, gao,e)' 
restriction concerns the form 3.1 

the eArn out derivation, it can be shown 
U;:'lUlla,l space the only tensor Aab which 

is one with 

AlLU 

Aba 

o 
Aa/J(ged, 

Aab flVg ( Rao _ 1 

gcil,e/ ) 

+ (3y'ggab , 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

120) 

(3.121) 

that fl, (3 are constants, are the and tensor respec-

3.3.4 UULUJ.UC;U Vector Metric Field Theory 

One way synthesising preceding two cases of vector 
formulating a Lagrangian which is the sum of two separate 

into one of above cases. form will 
facilitate 

Lagrangian and a matter 
vector-metric Lagrangian: 
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£ = £(V) (XU) XlL,U, gau) + £Uv/) (gab) gau,c, gab,cd) (3.122) 

where the subscripts V and M stand for 'vector' and 'metric' respectively. Analogously 
to the preceding sections, and to avoid ambiguity, the following notation will henceforth 
be adopted: 

£a 8£ 
8Xa 

(3.123) 

Lab 8£ 
8gab 

(3.124) 

Lab 8£ 
(v) 8Xa,u 

(3.125) 

£abe 8£ 
8gab ,c 

(3.126) 

£aved 8£ 
8r -

, 
gau,ed 

(3.127) 

where, as before, the subscript (v) is a label corresponding to the vector X a , and is not 
a tensor index. One thus has two associated sets of Euler-Lagrange equations for the 
above combined Lagrangian: 

[a(£) 

[ab(£) 

d£au 
~-£(I 
dxu 

o 
~ [£aue _ ~(£abdC)] _ £ab 
dx c dxd ' 

o 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

which, due to the above form of the generalised Lagrangian, leads to the following iden
tities: 

[au(£) 

[a(£) 

C(LU ( r 1,av 
" LUI'/)-

[(1(£(11)) , 

(3.130) 

(3.131) 

where Tab = aaL(V) is the energy-momentum tensor as defined for vector field theory. 
gab 

Firstly, from 3.130 and 3.117 the following results: 

[au(£);u = _T;I)b (3.132) 

Secondly, from 3.88 one obtains: 

T;bV = - t [lLb Xu[C(£);c - gab FCb[C(£)] (3.133) 
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Using these two results, one obtains from the combined Euler-Lagrange equations 3.128 
and 3.129 the following: 

£aV(L(M)) 

£IL(L(V)) 

Tab 

o . 
As an example, one may consider the following Lagrangian: 

L = rl ( R - 2A + ~gUbgCdFcaFdb) 

(3.134) 

(3.135) 

(3.136) 

such that R is the Ricci scalar, and Fab is defined by 3.81, while r;, and A are constants. 
Hence, applying the Euler-Lagrange equations and using the above results, one obtains: 

RUO 
_ ~ RgUO + Ag

ab = r;, (l gab Fed Fed - F
ac 

Fdc9
db

) (3.137) 

which, if Fab is the Faraday tensor, yield the Einstein-Maxwell equations governing the 
interaction between gravitational and electromagnetic fields. 

As another example one may consider a coupling between a Klein-Gordon scalar field 
and gravity by postulating the Lagrangian: 

L = rl (R - ~gab(p;(!(P;b + rn2¢2) 

for a Klein-Gordon scalar field ¢. 

3.3.5 Conserved Quantities and Noether's Theorem 

(3.138) 

Relating to the notion of invarianee as defined at the beginning of this section, one can 
derive a powerful result known as Noethe7"s theorem, which yields conserved quantities 
associated with certain symmetries embodied in the invariant transformations of the 
action. To this end, consider as before a simplistic action of the form: 

1= kL(xU,:i/L,t)dt , (3.139) 

such that i a = fit XU . Now assume this action to be invariant under the following s
parameter group of transformations: 

X'fL XU+YbfL(X(L,t)uV 

t' t+ZO(XfL,t)Ub
, 

(3.140) 

(3.141) 

such that 'Li
o for b = 1, ... 8 denotes the s parameters of the transformation group. Such 

a set of transformations is referred to as a symmetry. Hence one has that: 

(
a la) 
a:b 

u"=O 

( at l

) 

aub u"=O 
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Imposing then 3.68 it is straight"forward, though tedious to derive 

Lovelock the following constraint eauations for the 

- :i:aZb) 
dNb (3. 

that: 

Nb == 1lZb - Payt' 

is the Noether c'uTr'ent, 
respectively, as before. 

and Pa are the 
if x a is an optimal 

canonical momentum 

Euler-Lagrange 

Consequently, 
of the action I. 

a conserved 
an example, if one 

will be satisfied resulting in 

dNb = 0 
dt 

CU1'rent 
theorem, 

with 

x,a x a 

t' t + u 

of the action, the 
becoming: 

{3. 

one obtains N Classical Mechanics, as the Hamiltonian corresponds to 
total energy the application of 
theorem that the total energy the system is associated symmetry 
invariance under translation (t to time). 
one considers the 

X,i, XU + 

t' t 

x/a x a + 

conservation of 
spatial translation. 

the form 3.32. In 
symmetry transformations: 

then has, to 3.144: 

(.c)(y~a - :i:~Zb) 
dtn 

that: 
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Chapter 4 

Gravitation 

'The magic of th'is theory is such that almost no-one can escape 'it once he has understood 
it properly, " 

A, Einstein 

In this chapter the physics of General Relativity will be formulated within the math
ematical context of Differential Geometry, The formalism will then be readily conducive 
mathematically to a formal perturbative analysis, thus providing the requisite regime in 
which to study Cosmological Perturbation Theory later. 

It will be attempted to cover all the major quantities utilised in Cosmology, although 
not all of them will be needed later. This, again, is done for the sake of completion. 

4.1 Physics Within the Framework of Differential 
Geometry 

Naturally, the motivation for pursuing differential geometry as the principle mathemat
ical mod'lLs operandi lies in the inherent geometrical nature of General Relativity as 
postulated by the Einstein Field Equations. These equations explicitly demonstrate the 
direct dependence between geometry and matter, thereby renouncing the absolute Eu
clidean assumption apropos of the physicality of space. Adopting standard geometric 
nomenclature, one refers to Euclidean space as being fiat, and c'ILTved otherwise, as for
mulated in Chapter 1; the best analogy illustrating this is in the two-dimensional case 
when comparing an infinite plane (flat space) with the surface of a sphere (curved s
pace). Combining this notion of matter-geometry dependence with the postulates of 
Special Relativity concerning the absolute nature of the speed of light, one thus obtains 
the most tangible result of General Relativity, namely the manifest CUT'vature of space 
and time together: cUTved space-time, 

This generalisation of the nature of the physical geometry will then effec t, as earlier 
expounded in chapter 2, the notions of differentiation. Consequently, in order to interpret 
standard physical quantities, which are normally defined relative to other quantities 
via derivatives, in terms of a generalised curved geometry, one needs to make a few 
distinctions and identifications. These amount to the assumption of minimal coupling; 
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making the simplest possible from 
to covariant equations in curved 

The first which can be seen within 
is the between co-ordinate and 

the proper time r in terms of the .<I7J(u:e-tzm 

q as 

cr = 

co-ordinate time 
xO of the four-space 

co-ordinate system; while c is the 
arclength must be a physical 

one sees that the proper time is a 
Relativity case one has: 

dr 

where v is the velocity of the observer. one 
time derivatives in terms of the proper time r) as 
one has the first identification: t -+ r. 

The second identification concerns the nature 
chapter 2, the generalisation of the partial derivative in a 
derivative, which by formulation is co-ordinate 
which in fiat space are expressed in terms of 
quantities, will now be generalised to covariant 
one should express the time derivative 
now has the identifications: a~" -+ Y a j 

u(, 

YbYa 

dr 

4.2 General Relativity 

-

+ Agab 

60 

d 
---Xa 
dr 

to 

UaLIUn:,i in a flat 

one can 
p 

(4.1) 

( 4.2) 

'physical' 
Consequently, 

shown in 
space is the covariant 

physical quantities, 
some other physical 

by the above 
derivative. one 
the following hold: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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where 
geometrical 

or 
such that the coupling constant 
Gl!~b = 0 the field 

addit.ion, the 
C;<>"%"""C;~! in full in the next section. 

will 

o . 

necessary 

have to satisfied. 
being the 

subsequent 

(4.7) 

will be 

4.3 Decomposition of 
Frame 

Equat in the Comoving 

For most 
to which 

chosen to be 
such that: 

it is necessary to select a 
defined. In the 

matter 

= 
t5l! o 
-1 

where T is the proper Hence a quantity can 
components parallel, and to, the velocity UUj that 
spatial respectively apropos of the matter rest frame. 

will be 

(4.8) 

( 4.9) 

its 

thus formulate temporal and p1'Ojection tensors Uab and 
end, one can 

respectively as 

example, 
will be: 

uab = 
hILb + uaUb 

gab _ Uab . , 

hb 
a 

hb 
a 

totally spatially projected 
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which 

· V.L ab hahbVcd 
cd, 

V.LabUa 0 = 

(4. 

(4.15) 

that it is orthogonal to 'Ua on both as It is important to note 
here that in the case non-zero vorticity, the above decomposition is as the 

'spatial projection' not form a hypersurface, in terms a submanifold, 
by Fl'obenius' Theorem (section 2.2.2). This issue will mon) closely later in 
the formulation of Perturbation (Chapters 5 and 6). 
thus established the one can formulate the full set of 
evolution equations therein. Firstly, however, one needs to consider what 

and complete set of 
a set of equations must minimally, fully, determine the complete structure 

and nature of are by 1) the Field equa-

4.3.1 

the Ricci identities, yield constraint and propagation for the 
3) the Bianchi identities this gives propagation and constraint 

gravito-electric and gravito-magnetic 4) tetrad equations 
the metric and connection. first three will be seen to 

in total: constraint and six 
tetrad equations be dealt with 

will be explained shortly. 

one can make the following decomposition 
velocity: 

Ua;/; = 

= ua1l)(ht u/;Ud)Uc;ri 

- 'Url;c) + ~h~hg(uC;d + Ud;c) - UaUo 

Wao + Bab 'lLaU /; 

1 
Wab + (Bab 3 - UaUb 

1 
= Wab + aab + 3 

defined in the above are 
aao tensors. Quantities related to the vorticity 

in practical analysis wiH be the vector: 
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which is 

It will 
as 

plainly 

convenient and 

':;<LALBh , the 

expansion of mat.tel', that 

to as the vort'ic'ity; 

e ec = He c ;c 

to define the 

= 

1 
"2WabWab 

wawa 

the expansion: 

of the shear 

vector is a rotational quantity denoting 
the 

tensor indicates, naturally, spatial shearing of matter. 

3 Matter Behaviour 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

( 4.20) 

(4.21 ) 

of 

Naturally one requires a 
niverse. By analogy with 

through 

the u
this is 

IlHA:t.LIUll of a stress-energy, or energy-momentum, tensor. The 
most form of the tensor, describes the matter content 

a particular type in 

PHilUb + 2q(aUb) + Trab + phab , 

p is the isot.ropic pressure; P is the relativistic density; qa is 
momentum density; and Trab represents the anisotropic (traceless) stresses. 

form thereof will determined by 
UH~"Vf~''"''~' models, stress-energv tensor will 

seen later. 
if a multiple matter 

energy-momentum tensor as 
constituent matter 

in Chapter 5. 

Weyl Curvature 

(4.22) 

relativis tic 
general, 

For 
'l'JPrfpf't fluid, 

tensor, only ten are t:m;uut:u within the 
are 
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1 R 
Cabed = Raved - 2(Rac9bd - Rad9bc + RIJd9ac - R bc9ad) + 6(9ac9bd - 9ad9bc) (4.23) 

which consequently possesses the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor, but has the 
important property of a vanishing trace. The Weyl tensor can thus be thought of as rep
resenting the "free gravitational field" , as it is not incorporated into the field equations, 
although still an essential part of the Riemann tensor which is necessary in its entirety 
to determine the space-time geometrical structure completely. It also characterises the 
conformal properties of space-time, and is analogous to the electromagnetic field tensor. 
Bearing the latter property in mind, it can be shown that the following decomposition 
of the Weyl tensor in terms of quantities analogous to electric and magnetic fields is 

possible: 

Cabed = (T/abpq'fJcdl's + 9abpq9cdrs)UPU
T 

Eqs - (rJabpqrlcdrs + 9abpq9cdrs)U
P

U
r 
HfJ

S ( 4.24) 

with the definition 

9abcd = 9ac9bd - 9ad9bc (4.25) 

such that: 

E C v, d 
ac = abc(tLl Ll (4.26) 

is the gmvito-elect'f'ic tensor, and 

H 1 gh C b d 
ac = 2'fJab ghcd'it u ( 4.27) 

is the gmvito-magnetic tensor. As their names suggest, these two tensors are analogous 
to the eleCtric and magnetic fields in Electromagnetism. 

Naturally, the Weyl tensor can be related to the Ricci tensor by taking the covariant 
derivative of the Riemann tensor; this will then enable one to express the magnetic and 
electric tensors in terms of the kinematic quantities, eventually yielding: 

Eab ( 1 2 2 2 ·a) .. I h b -w - -a - u + 1l 'Ub - W Wb - a wI" a 3 3 ;a a a a u 

I 9 . -2 2 . 1 
+hahuCu(J;g) - S (S aIg) + 2K1fab 

Had 
. t s ( IJ; c b; C) I 

2U(a Wd) - h(J~d w(t + aU 'fJs)Ibcu 

4.4 The Full set of Evolution Equations 

( 4.28) 

( 4.29) 

One is now in a position to formulate the full set of twelve propagation and constraint 
equations using the Ricci and Bianchi identities. The propagation equations describe the 
way the various dynamical quantities behave from one spatial hypersurface to another in 
sequence according to the proper time definition, thus being interpreted as time evolution 
equations, while the constraint equations govern the relationship and behaviour of these 
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quantities in a such 
hypersurfaces are uniquely defined 
case of non-zero vorticity, the 

in 
change in proper 

along the 

4.4.1 Identities 

following notation will employed: 

(,3)n h~Yb 

hUvb 
b 

(h
(U10) _ ~hiLbh, ) 
c ~d 3 cd 

curl Aab (3)y AV> 
cd' 

- R c ud 
- aod 

projected 

1) 

( 4,32) 

( 4,33) 

( 4,34) 

one can KllleHltlLIC quantities, as well as three 
constraint equations. The 

e (3) 

YbUe 

(3)y< iLUb> = 

UdUblUIl. vorticity 

(3)yw ab 

(3)YaWa 

curl 

paj:,aLIUl1 equations are: 

- 2(0'2 -

+ O'l,W
V 

+ ti,<iLub> -

respectively, 
basic equation 

~ (3)y(18 + 7]avc( 
3 

Ua WU 

+ 3p) + A 

W<iLWb> _ 

first equation is 
gravitational 

+ 2'1lbW c) + qa 

+ 2'u<awb> + (3)y«twu> 

vorticity: 

1 
_1r iLV ) 
2 ' 

( 4.37) 

as the 
three 

( 4.38) 

( 4,39) 

(4.40) 

IS 
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(3) 
Rab fh 9 [ . ha b u(J;g) 

2 ( 1 f_'''' +- -0 + 
3 3 

R(3) 
abed 

(830jg)] 

1 
'C + A + p)hab + 1rab 

2 ' 

- 8 ac8 bd + 
is known as Codacci equation, shows how 

the Ricci, curvature of the three-space. 

amount to 

·<a> + q 

0, 

These are respectively an 

p+ 

+ 

Bianchi 

the conservation 

= -

Vb 1riLb _ (p+p)UU 

rtabcWbQc . 

equation and a equation 

matter 

( 4.44) 

If matter is fluid anisotropic stresses 
momentum densities: 

Tab = PUaUb + 

the above equations simplify to 

p+ (p+ 
(p + p)uu + 

simplified will later 

The L.HdUUl Identities 

From the D1(;1,11\.;111 

one obtains two propagation 
tensors: 

conservation 

° 0 

o 
for the 

( 4.46) 

( 4.47) 

lUUUel::i In 

( 4.48) 

gravito-
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1 . <ab> _ curl + -1f 
2 

+ 

and the two 

11 
(3)" (Eab + _1fab) = 

vb 2 3 

= 
1 

-2(P + p)O'ab 8 

+30'<a c 

+''7cd<a [2UcH~( + 

_8Hab + 30'<a Hb>c + 3 
c 2 

1 
2 

1 1 
_8qa + -O'bqb + 3W bHab + 
3 2 

qd 

1 b>] + 21f d ) 

(4.49) 

( 4.50) 

~WbqC] (4.51) 

(3)'\hHab (p + p}wa 3wb(Eab _ ~1fab) + ''labc 
6 + O'bd( E1 + l1f~) J 

(4.52) 

Hence, from 
and evolution 
electric 

4.5 

The twelve 
geometrically 
sense of 

one has six equations: a matter equation 
two propagation and two evolution for the gravito-

llld,IUlCtic tensors. This, combined with the three propagation and 
kinematic Ricci identities yields 

of the 

propagation equations as section 4.4, although 
lucid and intuitive, do not a complete set in the 

the existence of a corresponding metric and connection. For com-
to consider the nature of the vectorial of the reference frame 

the physical quantities in 
and wherein 

67 

requires the notion of 
UtLLIUllS can be reformulated. 

application of the 
will not be derived here, but the 
In the above formulation of the 
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4.5.1 Comoving 1 

LerOO 

L(,O,6 

La,BO 

have 
two quantities in the 

= 

the rate of rotation 
v"",""",.",u,-,,-, basis; while 

Using equation 2. 
terms of the above quantities: 

[eo, eo] = 

[eel'> 

1 

3 + 

choices; LUH1:>CL( 

therein is 
metric connections from 

1 0 
+ -Ea /37 n 7 ' 2 

derive the 

+ at + (t 7 (w1' + OI)J 
+ [2a[er8JI + EerfhnOI] 

( 4.53) 

(4.54) 

( 4.55) 

( 4.56) 

The 

to a 

( 4.57) 

( 4.58) 

can follow the nrr.(,prh equa
will 

ulti
in the 

tions the field equations, 
yield equations which will 

resulting in equations 
section; these, 

full set of equations 

However, from the commutation relations one can a crucial observation: 
rest frame spatial basis vectors eer are themselves closed under Lie bracket opera-

tion if and only if the This follows immediately equation 4.58, as 
a vanishing vorticity vector wi the unwanted eo basis vector which is parallel 
to of the theorem of 2.2.2), one 

vorticity vanishes. 
rest frames are only 

Now) in the case 
naturally obtain a 
world lines it intersects; 

rest frame does 
trajectory in this spatial 

that it is circular Hleans that it 

68 

defining a 
if and only if 

a one can 
is orthogonal to all the 

meets up, and this 
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embodies the notion the 

in a 
notices 
twisted rope. 
a constant 
vorticity: fixed distance. Now, oue 
to correspond to a horizontal slicing of this rope, as this ::;UUUIU 

However, is not the case, as that 
perpendicular cmve to a congruence of helices is in the 

opposite - that one can move from strand to strand in the rope 
in a direction always orthogonal to another path. As this 
orthogonal is itself a it one would eventually travel 

around the be either above or below to 

where one originally out - in 
or regressed in time respectively. one normally uses notion a 

in Cosmology to define a global uniquely with thereto, one 
now notices that in the case of vorticity this is clearly impossible. 

The Arnowit-Deser-Misner Formalism 

An 
approach , referred to sometImes as 
in the Bardeen formalism and in variational formulation of 

The ADM formalism entails considering as an sequence of 
hypersurfaces. This foliation is only applicable to 

that is, which contain a Cauchy surface (Wald 
such hypel'smface with a time t and 

as XCi = ). The intr'insic 2'eometI 
by a spatial 3- Gcxfj with 

a lapse function N which measmes DrODer ~T 

at t and t + ~T some worldline 

~T= 

Similarly, co-ordinates may vary in a way one hypersmface to 
, this being described in terms of a shift vect01' N cx ; in terms a change 

at t to one at t + ~T, this as: 

Hence it is that vector is 
One can thus 

as tHe Cfwtce of a global foliation of spatial hype'rsmjaces 
and proper time var'iables are Note that this is distinct 

1 + 3 covariant formalism is defined, which local 
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of an 
ADM 
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are induced. One can now write full 91th in terms of 
function N and the vector NC>: 

900 NQNDI. -

gOa 

ga/3 

= 

Oa/3 

(4.62) 

( 4.63) 

where Na = . Hence, the = , one can calculate 

components the inverse metric gab: 

lO 
goa = 

1 
N2 
Na 

00./3 _ N
a 

N/3 

( 4.65) 

( 4.66) 

tensor; intrinsic in that it defines geometry 
not how surfaces are embedded in 

now yields the unit normal to the as: 

n a = 1 1 3 (1, N, ,N) 

nO. N(l,O,O,O) . 

tensor' which projects onto the 
constant- tilne hun"",·"" 

Pab gab + nanb . 

One can then define the ext1'insic C-UTvat'UTe tensor as 
bending of the hypersurfaces as they are stacked 

( 4.67) 

(4.68) 

4-dimensional This tensor thus describes how the normal 4-vectors go 
from one point on a hypersurface to another; i.e. how normals to the 
hypersurfaces It is thus defined as: 

sign 
it is evident 

tensor is equal to the 

KQ{J = 
= 

-na ;/3 

a{J 

1 
2N (2N(a;/3l -

Cllu'Q.uIUll wi th to proper time. 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

this 
vorticity, the extrinsic curvature 

expansion tensor (Jab. Hence one immediately 
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trace -K 
Likewise one has a shear 

rate of mU1SHHl of the 

(4.73) 

Having the projection extrinsic curvature tensors, one can now a 
3 + 1 of any quantity, analogous to out in 1 + 3 formalism. 

importantly, one can perform the necessary of the ten-
sor, thus the energy density, momentum density, stress tensor respectively: 

2E nanbTub = 
I n -naPba (4.75) 

(4.76) 

This splitting thus leads to 
equations: 

following form the energy momentum 

= + 

NKJo: ;, N;cJ, , 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 

as Detore, the semi-colon lUUH.;(:LLt::l differentiation with respect to 
intrinsic metric tensor Similarly Field one 
the 

E 

J Q 

R- +K2 

K~;/3 - K,Q , 

(4.79) 

( 4.80) 

(4.81) 

such that the coupling constant has been normalised; and dynamical equations: 

+ NO: K' + 
" /3 

-N\~ + N (Rf; + KKe 

that there are no evolution for N 
of co-ordinates. In this light, the 

amounts to nothing less than a hypersurface condition specifying 
space-time is 

4.6 Cosmology 

Throughout 
will be 

treatment that 

71 

be developed 
most frequently 

+ !ofr(S' 2 f3 , 

a time 
way in 

(4.82) 
entail the 

the standard 
This eSSeml<:Lll 
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amounts to the Cli:ttitimCi:t 

eis denoted in shorthand "FLRW"}; models which obey the 
assumption of the Cosmological the is both spatially 
Copernican about every point, spatially homogeneous. The former prop-
erty that the universe is the same in any direction, 
the of there being any privileged point (such as 
or direction in space; while the latter implies the 

on all orthogonal to the matter 

.1 The Standard in 

is here taken to the class of models. 
isotropy in terms the dynamical variables 

formulated: 

a°{3 = 0, = 0, iLl! 0 

A consequence is there a t such 

ui! = -t" . (4.84) 

which is up to a constant; the of snatial homo!!eneitv t 
constant which are thus orthogonal to 
of the ' Principle is that the cur'vature at any point is a 

therein not be equivalent; Also, spatial 
point about a point; that in terms of spatial 
Riemann, Ricci and metric tensors: 

In r~f\_ t'YlAYFl 

ds2 = 

where r is the spatial 
distances any 

tta 

S 
s 

= 2Rg{3o . 

- gQl!g{3,) ( 4.85) 

( 4.86) 

the following simple line element 

+ r'"'dU"') I ( 4.87) 

radial 
such 

+ sin2Odq} (4.88) 

-ta 00 (4.89) 

1 
(4.90) 

3 
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where n is the curvature of the 
closed, open or fiat spatial 

Geometrical 

n 

Ul 
K 

open 
flat 

such that 
respecti vely. 

Associated 

(4.91) 

(4.92) 

= 1,-1,0 to a 

the FLRW 

For convenience, one now defines the conformal time T by: 

dt 
8 

the above to the 

8(T)2( -dT2 + 

formulated for FLRW 

= 
8 

8 

rOo /3 
81 

= 
u 

riJ, -
r(3)U 

fh 

and henceforth a primed sign indicates 
time T, and a indicates 
is the spatial and 

. Defining now the 
has the Following Ricci 

8-2 (1-( + + 2K)o~ 
= 38-2,-( 

0 

+ 
+ 

0 

-8-2 (21{1 + + K)6iJ . 
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form: 

and 

( 4.93) 

( 4.94) 

associated 

( 4.95) 

( 4.96) 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 

with to confor-
proper time; 

associated with 

one 

(4.99) 

( 4.100) 

(4.101) 

(4.102) 

(4.103) 

104} 

105) 

(4.106) 
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by assumption, the for the 
to conformal time T: 

,tta (4.107) 

the components 

For these one can now calculate the variations of the above quantities. The 
calculations are tedious but elementarv. The are: 

f3 = 1 (og;:;7, + 8l,;fl - f3;~ - og;l) 

1 f3 5' , f3 + ~ + + :::;-;:;;;-(Jg) JO; + (4.108) 

JRoO 1 (Jg)" + (4. 
0-

o .~ ((Jg)l;et-8g~;f3) (4.110) 

oR 1 ( l' _ 8g - Jg,et) + -(8 )" 52 Q; ,0: ",) 9 (og)' + 

Ill) 

the covariant derivative is uellueu 

Similarly one obtains: 

For 
conforms to a 
components: 

detfJ 

also that in 

d 

25' 0/3 
52 0: 

an 

lCLv'Ull1) are 

112) 

(4.113) 

assumed that the matter 
~~~~~ ... ~ tensor with 
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Tg 
= 0 

-p 

(4.1 

(4.115) 

116) 

It will useful in later developments to have the variation of 
fluid tensor. result follows easily 

= (p + p)(tta 8ub + + (8p + 8p)uu'ub + (4.117) 

such the relationship between the of are found the 
of the quantity = -1: 

of 

8 gab 'lia 'lib + gab ( tta 8'Ub + ) = 0 . (4.118) 

will be elaborated upon later. the above in mind, it is important to note 
and covariant variations will in form: is a major area 

of The 

different components are used. a 
to select. a particular and then maintain 

This will be later. 

Equations for FLRW 

one can now solve 
via the Einstein Field 

to the RaychaudhuTi Friedmann 

S 1 
3 S + 2 (p + 3p) A 0 

352 - AS2 

for 
For the 

( 4.119) 

120) 

is a constant of ",tam'", From which one for p and p : 

p 

p 

With the above 

can then solve 

---;::;::--...:.- + A 

p= 

A . 

5 
p)s 

equation 

121) 

123) 

equations, once an equation state has been 
specified. To illustrate this, a example will now be considered: a universe 
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with two 

p 0 

of state p 0 

p 

o 

the 

M 

3 S 
MS 

p = 

1 

E = ~(5/ - ~ 
M S 

For simplici ty 

\ 

are constants differentiation is with 
to these are: 

E > 0 S ~ [cosh(n/-··A

) - IJ 

- A 
r] t 2Ely sinh(rV -3-) 

E 0 S = 
M 
12 

M t = __ 

E < 0 
-1 

S = 2E[1 

-1 
- Y EM sin(rV t 

2E 

when E f. 0, one can perform the M 3 
lET' 

p = !p 

M 
P 

S 
-p = 3-

S 
1 

3 M - C2 ' 
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Cosmological 

(4.124) 

( 4.125) 

( 4.126) 

(4. 

to t. 

128) 

(4.129) 

(4.130) 

(4.131) 

( 4.132) 

( 4.133) 

134) 

(4.136) 
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E > 0 5 1 . h 
sm 7 

t = 7 - 1] 

Following 
the 

E = 0 

E < 0 

open 

dr? 5(7)2 [-d72 + 

and Khalatnikov 

5 7 

1 
t = 

2 
51. = - E sm7 

1 
t E[COS 7 

+ 

metric via 

7 -+ Z7 

x -+ 

5 -+ 'i5 

1] , 

all 
closed model via 

equations the model can 
transformations. 
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the concept a law is 
as one particular case among many. 

and so this aspect of law seems to lose 
to the universe." 

McCrae 

us to treat a that is being 
system, 

to apply it 

Cosmological in the study gravitational sta-
that the study LHC."HC,U.U.",",cu stability the solutions to 

the Einstein Field the motivation for this 
analysis amounts to the desire for the of structure 

evolution, from initial 'perturbations' to an idealised 
will be seen in the chapters, there are several ways 

such studies. principal covered here 
The former concentrates on the form, 

the latter 
Both 

HlUIUOIl-CLl perturbation 
u<:;wuu sectioning chapters according to 

of historic developments in the 
process maintain a sense scientific continuity. However,it should 

mentioned in introduction, that material of this 
that the 

80 

formulating and 
will be the metric 

perturbations 
of relevant 

of ~cLU~<:;-

a chronological 
results, and in the 

emphasised here, 
is restricted to 

in 
surveys and data 
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Chapt 5 

Metric Perturbation heory 

but ms~eaa 
introducing 

P.A.M. 

5.1 Motivation 

" 

evident, however, that Nature 
world as it in our 

which we cannot form a 

Observational evidence to date seems to substantiate 

He1' 
way, 

is almost and homogeneous on the s tale. as 
principal aim perturbation theory is to growth in terms of small 

from an idealised universe model, it naturally that 
of Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) chosen to such a 

one would perturb FRW calculated quantities to obtain corresponding 
physically observable in the 'lumpy' universe. 
the FRW will maintained underlying 

structure as a background model, and it is 
to study 

universe. 

structure 
an initial perturbation to an FRW 

in this section 
to such an 

to operate, one can 
perturbed quantity. 

within 
describes 

However, constituent matter in the universe is into 
the Einstein Field effectively couDline: the 
tensor, with 

that one 
to that of 

81 

contained in the Einstein 
It follows 

metric perturbation theory 
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in terms to a of 
theory. A HU1HU\O 

will be high-
on in the field over the 

years. The thus will include a of specific 
applications, all of which ultimately provide insight into the nature structure 
formation in the universe, this being the primary motivation of perturbation theory. 

5.2 Metric Perturbations 

term 'metric perturbations' is used in this as object 
which is is the metric tensor. 

In the analvsis. it will thus be necessary to utilise certain 
vectors and tensors in the spatial part the manifold 

the perturbed will be used, in particular, 
Ud.LIVUl::> as scalar, vector or tensorial in later applications; hence these 

The analysis follows that Stewart. 

1 Vector Decomposition 

an field ¢ such 

¢;r::a =0 1) 

that is. ¢ is harmonic. Here, the covariant is with to spatial metric. 
theorem on 5.1, one obtains: 

o 1M ¢~¢dT 
l ¢¢ndsa - l ¢a¢;adT 
JaM' JM ' (5.2) 

the term vanishes if M is a unbounded space; in 
open and flat case scenarios, the known 

form of harmonic with allow one to assume 
that the surface term aM is essentially a 'sphere at infinity'. if 
one were now to construct a vector a scalar field: 

(5.3) 

it follows from the ¢ couldn't De narmomc, as would = O. Now 
An any smooth vector field on M, and the ¢ to the equation: 

~¢ ;a (5.4) 
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Such solutions are known to 
this, one can now the 

and are unique up to if> -t if; + cst. established 
vector (i.e B~ 

= AO: 

one unique (non-local) decomposition an arbitrary vector field AO:: 

AO: = + BO: (5.6) 

where is solenoidal, if; is determined, up to a constant from 5.4. 

Tensors 
one would like to an analogous decomposition for all rank-two tensors. 

tensors are equivalent to vectors number of for 
allowing of the analysis, one need only 

with such tensors is a scalar, trace, is 
non-zero; as one wishes to consider a which will classify all 

of the tensor generically, here the symmetric tensors 
will be i.e. 

(5.7) 

where oo:p is the spatial metI'lc, as 
tmnsverse symmetric tensors will also 

course of subsequent decomposition, 
namely, tensors TCtP satisfy: 

o 
One starts defining the derivative: 

1)o:p = oo:p + 

where K = ±l, 0 space is open, closed or 
verifiable as transverse when on scalars by 

O. this derivative one 

of a symmetric and 

where Aa is an 
tensor. 

which thus uniquely 
with the vector case: 

wO:/3 

= 1)OI.P w + 2A (/3;0:) + W ap 

+ 3K)w = ;01. 

established 

- 2A (p;a) 

tr'ansverse 

this, one can now 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

as 

12) 
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r 

which is unique, trace-tree and yields equation 5. Hence, 

in full into 5.10 for using An; noting that 

t::.(P from 5.4 and 5.11; and uennmg,: 

't/J == w + 24) 

one the final decomposition: 

= t::. a{:J 1f; + + W ap 15) 

is solenoidal as before. It be unique if J( :s 0; 
it is up to -+ BC< + is a Killing vector. one can now 

.. ::Jcatar terms: terms which are a scalar potential .t/J via linear opera-
tions only and 

.. from a solenoidal vector VIa linear 

.. Tensor' terms: tensors which are symmetric, trace-free and transverse. 

the preceding the covariant derivative was taken 
part the metric, namely . Bearing above in mind, one can now 

of metric tensor perturbations by considering separately tensor, 
perturbations in terms of above decomDosi 

5.2.2 Metric Decomposition 

where 

as in the previous 
open, flat or 

gab lab + 

lab is from the line element: 

S(r)2[dr2 

Oatil l + ~ 

Ud,LIUIll:i. a Cla,::;l:illlC1:t 

+y2 + z2)] I 

gab III terms 

(5.18) 
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net;.;,·", under co-ordinate 

ent formulation will 
the 

Scalar Perturbations 

Scalar can enter into 61 ab oo{.J as a 
factor " or through a covariant derivative (with to oo{.J) of some 

one scalar ¢ is required 100, and a 'tP via a derivative for 
the form 6Jab: 

[ 
-'t/J;o 

-'t/J;e> 2( ,orxfj - 1 (5.19) 

where the signs are not crucial, but rather are inserted 
full is for the in 

-roo,,,,,,,n in that are In terms of the 
above, it is useful to define the following 

L 1{' 

K 

1 

S 

(3 (7 + 2S1{¢) + 

derivative is taken with respect to 
Note for any chosen hunaN 

the 
to the 

5.2.4 Vector Perturbations 

in order to 
metric as: 

UCLLlOns can enter 6Iab via a vector 
with to 00:/3 Io{.J; where 

so as. to ensure each vector cannot 
the gradient a scalar, thus 

as: 

= 2B(i~;fJ) 
the necessary one has 

6j(V) -
ab - [ -~e> r 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

while L 
formal-

are SUleUUlUi:tl 

into the sum 
a pure vector 

(5.22) 

net vector 

(5.23) 
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5.2.5 Perturbations 

The tensor perturbation is written in terms of a symmetric, transverse and 
tensor ha(J as 

[~ ,2f3 1 
The symmetric, t.ransverse and trace-free, as 

does not contain parts which as scalars or vectors. 
vector and tensor perturbed metrics, one obtains the full, 
thus as follows: 

2¢ ~1/JjQ - Aa 

(5.24) 

ensure that hQ(J 

Combining the scalar, 
metric perturbation 

t5lab (T) [ + 2B(Qj(J) + 1 (5.25) 

number of functions in full metric pertur-
5.25, one ten, which in turn the total of independent 

components of lab) as one would expect. It that both vector and tensor per-
turbations exhibit no instability [4]): vector perturbations kinematically 
an expanding universe while tensor do 
not couple to energy density 

scalar may dynamical be-
ultimately lead to growth of structure in the universe. 

perturbational theory the focus will primarily on 
perturbations. will be motivated in later, the above perturbation scalar, 

vector and tensor in the metric can expanded as the of a time-
dependent 'amplitude' spatially-dependent harmonic functions; behind 
harmonic decomposition are provided in 

Perturbed 

that the 

a = b = 0 in 

upon substituting 
with 5.25, one 

been obtained, one can derive 
velocity as follows; considering the 

t5gabUo.U
b + 9o.bCU

it
OU

b + 'UbOU
fL

) = 0 (5.26) 

one obtains: 

= -----
2900 

FRW metric 00 <--UU1IJUl 

OUO = - ¢ 
S 

86 

(5.27) 

and l.,U-U1UV velocity, 

(5.28) 
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the three-velocity 
via the energy density tensor, as 
This will be seen more explicitly 

The Perturbed 

however, one needs the matter 
would describe the perturbation th the 
when a perfect fluid matter 

Now that the form of the """/-H>' been established, one can the 
field equations. both sides of the field equations, one has: 

+ + ... 
+ + ... 

as before, the 'zero' the relevant background 
are calculated as in equations 4. 
will be considered predominantly 
by the above through: 

after some straight-forward 

fiGD! {3 

such that: 

;2 { -311.(11.¢ + ,') + 

81fGfiTg 
2 

8 2 [11.¢ + 

81fGTg . 

-;2 {[(211.' + + 

81fGfiT!f ' 

4.105. For scalar 

fiTba 

tedious calculations 

(\lI 11:')] + 3K,} 

;0< 

1 
+ ," + 211.,' - K, + "2 

¢ ,+ 211.(1jJ - 11:') + ('l/J - 11:')' . 

[17]): 

The form of oTt: on matter description assumption. The 
of these equations will be derived later. 

5.3 The 

Following Mukhanov et 
approaches: an 

a single 
backgm'Und model is then GeHW:::U 

M a previously given value F(O) 
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(5.30) 

( 5.32) 

(5.35) 
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of the co-ordinates and thus not 
the point p is then defined as: 

quantities. The at 

(p) F (xa(p)) - F(O) (X'I(p)) ( 5.36) 

Consequently, in a new yli, but at the same p one would have: 

= F (ya(p)) _ F(O) (y{!(p)) (5.37) 

can then 

IHQ,LIVI1 asso-

In the active 
manifold M, and a 

considers two manifolds: a physical 
time N on which x(u) are rigidly 

fixed (the b "background" ). The a diffeomorphism 
V:N-+M induces a set of co-ordinates on M via V : x(b) -+ Xli. 

function 

this 
the 

V one can define a of an arbitrary 
on M at point p, as: 

(p) = F(D)(p) _ FeO) (V-1(p)) (5.38) 

defined on N. If one now a different diffeo-
a different set on M, the following 

transformation, as 
by the change of diffeomor 
N. Stated simply, one can 

in the background space-time 
is precisely the gauge dependence 

active and passive approaches can 
one to relate choice of gauge 

the study of perturbation 
correspondence. In the next 

more lucid definition of gauge 
directly involve a 

6.57); 

covariant approach over 
the nature of gauge 

transformation: 

88 

(5.39) 

-+ 
-+ [between 

a gauge 
IJUUUH1~ to a point in the physical 

perturbation theory, as 

seen to be equivalent. The 
co-ordinate systems, while 

in terms of background and 
covariant perturbation 
equation 6.57) will 

between two quantities in two 
a clear and unambiguous test 

seen as a 
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x a -t xl! xl! + (I! (5.40) 

such that (a is a infinitesimal co-ordinate change. This results in the following change 
in an arbitrary co-ordinate-dependent quantity F: 

!::J..F = of - of = L(F , (5.41) 

such that L( is the Lie derivative (section 1.2.1) in the direction of (I!. The transfor
mations thus formed by 5.40 and 5.41 form a group structure of infinitesimal transfor
mations: the gauge group oj gravitat'ion. As any three-vector can be decomposed into 
a potential-defined and divergenceless part as previously derived, one can express (I! in 
the following form: 

(ll ((0, (D:) 

((0 '((sol) + oOt{J ({J) 

( 5.42) 

( 5.43) 

such that ( is a solution to the equation (;~~ = (~Ot' and ((soL) is solenoidal, as before, with 
the covariant derivative being taken with respect. to the background spatial co-ordinates. 
Hence it follows that ((sol) will only affect the vector, and not scalar perturbations. This 

then naturally implies that the scalar metric perturbations will be affected only by (0 
and~. The most general diffeomorphism which thus preserves the scalar nature of metric 
perturbations will be: 

T-tT 

x Ot -t xC< 
T+(O(T,X) 

xC< + oOt{3 ({J (T, x) ( 5.44) 

Under this generalised infinitesimal transformation one can calculate the associated 
transformation of the metric, using the notation of section 5.2: 

ojab -t ojab = ojab + !::J..jab (5.45 ) 

Note that one cannot call this a gauge transformation, as the original stipulation for 
arbitrary functions on the manifold was co-ordinate functional invariance: this clearly 
does not apply to the metric as this is a geometric quantity., However, one would none
the-less like to express metric perturbations in terms of gauge-invariant quantities, a 
process which will facilitate calculations and physical interpretation of associated physical 
quantities. To this end one first calculates the transformations of the associated scalar 
metric perturbations from 5.19 under 5.45: 

¢ = ¢ _ (~) (0 _ (0' ( 5.46) 

'Y = 1+ (~) (0 (5.4 7) 

'IjJ = '1jJ + (0 _ (' ( 5.48) 

Ii = 1),-( . ( 5.49) 
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combinations K, one can formu-
is quantities preserve their 

,"<OGH'"1G1 transformation. simplest 
following two linearly independent quantities 

A 1> + (l) [(1j; - K,1)Sr 

B (- (-8) - K,l) . 

are equal to the negative [IOJ 
quantities playa role 

Naturally, any 
will be seen later, 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

which will be seen 
fields in elec-

of perturbation es-
tablish 

specific gauge 
gauge 

one can at will set 

5 Choice of Gauge 

practicalit,ies of calculation, it is convenient to consider a gauge transformation 
as a 'mapping' from background model into the universe. As following 

of 

and [13], s11ch a map can be to {'Ill"",,.,,,,., 

of a 
universes respectively; 

a 

" definition of a family of space-like "U"1-'1n.; 

background universes respectively; 

of a COlTe~;POlnde] between these two 

and 

in the and 

gauge amounts to the individual specification 
this is referred to as gauge fixing. In the a 

'-'>1'-,1'-""" will be described. Pract;ically, this amounts to imposing various 
through the metric of 5.25. 

The 

gauge is defined through the 
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8100 0 

o 

which is to 

(5.54) 

in 5.19; and amounts to defining equivalent proper times in the background and physical 
models. starting with an initial co-ordinate one can perform 
an transformation to a synchronous-gauge co-ordinate system. This entails 

(fi 1fj = 0, and for (a 5.46 and 5.48. This 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

The name 
there are no 

arises that in this gauge, from 5.19 
time-like components Note, however, in above 

co-ordinate due to the integration constants; 
(x), then the synchronous gauge conditions are 

T 

This 

UH',-"''"'U0 ([4]): 

(x) 

--* + ( Cl;p(X) J ~ 
to the appearance 

Interr)relGat.lOn of synchronous 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

unphysical gauge modes 
it es-

sentially amounts to a tl'l'Ptil'"\rYl in of initial constant time nVY,e>r'" 

a fundamental in classical perturbation theory which makes "'A"""."l 

synchronous it will that consideration needs to be 
paid to freedom in physicality of obtained results, 
especially within a gauge. as Bardeen [12] notes, in 
an expanding background the synchronous gauge is always well-behaved, 
with no spurious co-ordinate singularities. 

is that, to define pert.urbation 
"tDrm"." its present 

5.4.2 The Longitudinal 

longitudinal or r<A,")U\rrn 

constraints on the perturbed metric: 

initial 

gauge is 

91 

an arbitrary physical quantity 
to the 

seen later. 

by the 
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In 
way as for 

a 

= 0 

oja{J ex 

5.19 this is equivalent to setting 7/J = If, O. Hence one obtains, in 
synchronous gauge: 

the 

~ (1 ~ 

A, B are the 
name 'conformal-Newtonian' 
tensor is diagonal (oTt "-' 0$), one 
the Newtonian gravitation pot,ential. that there is no residual 
in the longitudinal gauge, as is for the 
remain 

5.4.3 The Uniform Expansion Gauge 

P~",UU'L'" velocities. 

Zero-Shear Gauge 

to a Newtonian 
and in which the 

the quantity L, as 
zero. This is rl't'''J'l't>ti gauge in that 

is through is u,,'v~.u 

normals ( section 4.5,2). This gauge is 
is within the particle 

The 

(5.60) 

same 

{5.62} 

(5.63) 

to 

This amounts to of constant time as orthogonal to fluid 
flow; this will be seen to be to the perturbation to the energy flux 
equal to zero, which is only possible if there is no fluid vorticity. 
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above examples 
lucid: roughly speaking, one can 

transformations which 
group of spatial rotation s. gauge amounts to 

a group of the group in referred to as 
the gauge. 
within 

One is now in a position to study various ,,",v.>LUV"-,;::" models scenarios 
choices. 

5.5 Direct Metric 

It naturally follows that one should begin with a study which assumes the generic 
background models with a relatively and convenient equation of state. 

the of the isotropic model, the 
that of Lifshitz and Khalatnikov [4], paid close attention 

!UU'U,,",'" with equations state p = 0 and p ~. in 1946 
and [4] in their work of 

harmonics in the pert.urbed 
simplifies the calculat.ions and a clear 

, the one drawback is the assumption the 
throughout. details of the and 
here in order to provide an understanding the application 
well as to an appreciation for underlying physical and motivation. 

The following formulation then follows that of Lifshitz and Khalatnikov 
simplicity, no cosmological constant is assumed. One starts with the basic 

metric for the model: 

+ + d(P)] (5.64) 

the to conformal time T via 

dt = S(t)dT , (5.65) 

one thus 

+ (5.66) 

A perturbation model is by the a vari-
the metric tensor, /5gab, in the four-velocity of matter, /5ua, and in the energy-

op. Apropos this, notation of the . section will be 

gab fab + ofab (5.67) 

Now, in this lineal' approximation, one will thus have the small 
in terms of the variations of section 3.1.2, which would thus have to satisfy 

equation 5.154. 
can now make use the gauge freedom to impose a particular gauge for com-

putational convenience. This, however, comes at a price: one has to keep of the 
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gauge choice to and "£1ll£1Ho,,,, 

modes 
will be 

Due 
of state p 

which 

which 

and removable by a 
In this context the simplest 

ipso facto imposes the four constraints on 
C""Tt>lrn no longer being co-moving; i.e. 

5.53 and equation 4.118, one obtains: 

on the variation to the energy-momentum 
equation 4.117 and the 

rnt1''-''',n of the 
p(p), one can write: 

+ 

o - dp 0 
p- d P , .p 

above perturbed matt.er 

one to introduce and utilise the 
now to the Einstein tensor, one 

equations 4.108, 4.109, 4.110, 
consistent notation. Hence, combining 

UUUHCH1:,i:) via 5.154, one 

II 

a + 

1 (Of 0 - of 0;0 ) - ofll - 2 ± 2 0 o;a 

dp [1 (s: 0'0 ;: '0) s: I r] = 3 dp "2 ufo ';0 - uf;'o + Suf 1= uf 

94 

(5.69) 

and assuming a 
assumption the 

(5.70) 

(5.71) 

(5.72) 

of an equation 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

subsequent 
tensor variations as 

9 therein 
variat,ions for the energy 

5.74 the equations 

(5.75) 

(5.76) 

J 
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are 
prises i) 

respect to time. 
analysis com-

separately ) vector tensor 
as in the foregoing considering each case individually, 

solving for this general functional form through substitution into 5.75 and 5.76; and'ii) 
applying results to various different open, closed, flat 
etc.} with arbitrary equations of state (i.e. dust, radiation Once this has 
been done one desires to know the behaviour density and velocity perturbations, 

V'A"V.'" growth of structure with 
the relative perturbation p 

4.122: 

8p = _~ __ (8 /3;0. 
P ± 8 2) I 0. ;/3 =F 281) (5.77) 

Similarly, change in 8u D: can determined from 
4.121, 5.154 and 4.110: 

(5.78) 

where va is the physical 
of fonnalis m, in 

mentioned 

013 = +(ct+ (5.79) 

associated with the infinitesimal 

(5.80) 

can now proceed with analysis by CO]nSlden 

curvature 

infinite sequence of 
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terms of which can be 
Hubble horizon). The 

(e.g. wavelengths 
centres around the 

various a 
are: 

I: ....... uu;u 

by reformulating the scalar 
harmonic functions, as motivated above; 

variables K, I in 5.19 in terms 
this can be done with the 

transformation in terms new scalar a( T), defined as follows: 

which the purpose of 
gauge to the following: 

;/3 

1 
652 (0,+b)Q 

_c:---:o, __ Q;a 
;/3 

the of 

a(T)Q! + b(T)Q~) /3 

of = 

in t.he 

substitut.ing ansatz into 5.75 and 
defined above the necessary conditions as 

in previous section metric perturbation 
B. perturbations involve a direct ~l1']'HI',t:: 

from 5.77. one 

op 

p 
-~-52-) [(n2 + Q 

--::-----r;---- [(n2 + l)b' + (n 2 + 4)0,'] QQ 
+ 55") 

As an one can then for an 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

(5.83) 

(5.85) 

(5.86) 

most physical equations statf;: 
and p!p the 

o for late evolution (post-decoupling), 
are: 

Case p e.. 
3 . 

of~ 

p 

ova 

3AI + A2 ( + (5.87) 
T 

+ (5.88) 

~ [3A A n
2

+1 
12 1 + 2 9 ( 5.89) 
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such that n7 « 1; All are constants; 

of~ = (Q~ 2Q~)/J) exp (5.90) 

Cn7

) 
- exp - Q 1) 

p 9 .J3 
Din 

(5.92) = exp 

such that n-1 «7 « 1, and D is a complex constant such IDI « L These are 
for the of From these results is is easy to show that 

perturbations 
of the metric 

I However, the perturbations 
an instability. For ,nt,orn"",; 

U"LI.IV!lO slow down with the 

waves 
are unst.able, becoming 

For the of the p O)one t.wo sets solutions 
to two constants 

For 7 « 1 n 

of~ 
Bl 

(n2 + 4) (5.93) 

8p 
(5.94) -p 

Jf~ B2(Q~ + Q~)/J) (5.95) 
op n 2 +4 

Q (5.96) p 30 
0 . ' (5.97) 

For 7 » 1 n 

= 2 exp ( - 7 [( 17, 
2 + 1) Q~ (n2 + 4)Q~)/J]) (5.98) 

exp Q (5.99) p 
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and 

I5p 
p 

= 

the intermediate 

(Q~ - QK)f3) 

exp (-T[(n2 + 1) 

n 2 + 4 
3 Q, 

It is to note were 
they occur at constant entropy excluding dissipative 

ab initio that. state was not a function of the 
that occur due to cannot ",",'0,",UU,-,,' 

stable. 

".0" ... ,.., ... (Rotational) 

(5.100) 

(5.1ill) 

(5.102) 

(5.103) 

to be adiabatic 

The '"'''V'U,..'0V 

scalar perturbation case, one can n",tAn" the vector perturbation variable 
5.23 in terms of a new c( T) Hl\.,'UH.u via 

to the simple form the 

15 f !! C(T)S! 

In 
the same 
obtaining: 

I5vo = 

that for T « 1: 

p 
= ;p 

3 

I5vG 

for some constants Maud L. This thus does not contain 
thus imposing no thereto and hence being to 

(5.104) 

(5.105) 

106) 

(5.107) 

(5.108) 
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it is found 
I; while the 

velocity pert.urbation is either with 
perturbation are always damped with time 

Case Tensor Perturbations 

III 5.2 into 

(5.109) 

to obtain simple 

110) 

Solving as before, one obtains: 

p = --~ 

sinh T 3 
111) 

211. (. 
(~) exp mT) P 011.7 » 1. (5.112) 

In this case only the metric while matter 
distributed t.hroughout space. This classification yields a 

resulting in gravitational waves at. the 
result.s in corresponding wave energy 

decreasing as 5-4 , as one would OY.r.",,,'r 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

approach to perturbation theory is readily seen to be conceptually 
nUl"""''', it be noted although one 

However, 
'-'u,'v •• v~'o gauge was assumed throughout, 
alluded to - and the notion perturbing a 
metric. latter concern will dealt 
following chapter, 
mulation of 
of solution to above perturbation 

H"'O!;LOov'iVU technique. direct 
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5.6 Solution By 

far the 
terms of scalar, vector 

field equations. 
work of Sachs and 
solution to the problem, 
practice the technicalities 
arbitrary constants 
necessarily satisfy 
approach. 

This section 

Integration 

metric 
into 

pioneering 
what may in theory appear as the most logical 

integration of bfab' However, in 
method involve and ultimately 

vectors and tensors) integration which 
analogous to those of in the previous 

follows the Sachs-Wolfe paper 
method, but also the 

Effect.. 
is used in 

state p = 0 and p = 

1967 [7], not only as a 
result derived therefrom, 

0) FRW model 
to 

angular variations microwave 
Instead of implicitly including the scale factor into as in 

one can define the metric hab in terms 

(5.113) 

so that: 

= S2(T)[1]ab + hab]dxO'dxb , (5,114) 

space scenario K O. Secondly, 

Starting 
making the "p'r'Tm'T 

UU,":L~I~'" xa, one has the 

to solve for the perturbed 
adopted here ",H,Ol't" 

100 

velocity as: 

116) 

from the above 
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! 
! Ha(J(kT)eik,xd·3k , 

k40(k,T) 

T) 
H~ k4q(k,T) 

where 0, p, q m are to generalised 

= -ik2m(k, T) 

= k k 

the tensors 

with 

17) 

(5.118) 

Hoo and 

(5.119) 

(5. 

(5.121) 

(5.122) 

(5. 

in a small neighbourhood k = O. 
to 

These U'"""VLL" are called 'moment func-
, and the constraints are called 'moment conditions'. conditions 

guarantee uniqueness of the following 

o , 

similarly for the the transverse and longitudinal tensor decompositions of the 
ing as highlighted in the previous section. As HIC;l1CJ:uuc;u, 

using method will generate some arbitrary constants, 
depend on the conditions 

the 
of state is chosen. state p 0 one two 

and tensor function D(xO)/J'Y which satisfy: 

c~o 0 (5.126) 

= (5.127) 

a = 0 128) 
D ;bcta 

0.(3 0 (5.129) 

( a
2 

aT2 altali) = 0 (5.130) 

of state p = kp, one also vector and 
function E(xo.) which 
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One can prove, 
obey the moment 

I: p 0 

1 8 
7 

= 

lip 

Ho is day 

II: p = 

relevant gauge and 
group of transformations: 

an amount: 

(3 82 

- BtJ81l) O. 
that all solutions to 5.116 and which 

7 

for 

(Ga;{J + 

constant. 

+ ~) (Ga ;{3 + 

8E) 

is true only up to a gauge 
in which the hold 

= + 

Z + 1 

102 

(5.132) 

(5.134) 

135) 

(5.137) 

(5.138) 

(5.139) 

\ 
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the remaining terms in the solutions for p = 0 
in the Navier-Stokes equations; while the vector is 

vorticity tensor wo{3 as follows: 

p= 0: w Q {3 Cp,oJ 
p- f!.. - 3 . wo/3 - C/3,Q (5.140) 

WoO = ° along with the moment conditions and the divergenceless assumption 
of , show that tbe vorticity tensor at any fixed T and CQ uniquely determine each other, 
thus rise to rotational perturbations. 

Considering energy density perturbations case I equation 5.134, one 
that the density can either increase or decrease, depending on 
A and B. for the former, based on observational 

aye only accurate for calculating the gravitational field of 
an energy 'lump') but not of its structure. For the perturbations 
II via 5.137 one obtains waves which are or 
and are redshifted in the same way as for and elect.romagnetic waves. One 
can now to integrate the geodesic equations using equations 5.114 and 5.115, 
obtaining: 

~ (~"~' + h,b ~:) 
This to zero order: 

_ ~} dxb dxc 

- 2 ~bc,u dv dv 

=0 , 

(5.141) 

(5.142) 

(0) 1UUC1,","'."'-"V that is an unper-
at (TE,XO

), (TR, 0) 

such that lD:lo. -1; ZQ 
direction of 

yields the zero 

cst a constant unit vector N)t,r",,,,,,,,t 

signal as seen an nn·".'r·vpr 

jU (-I,ZO) 

The (w hich is all 

103 

du 
(0) 

(5.144) 

This 

(5. 

will 

(5.147) 
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such that 
to a 

z+l= 

invariant 

case. 

are evaluated at the unperturbed X((l} (U). 
terms of: 

duj 
(0) 

(5. 

one would <>v'"o,'r it to 
defined in terms of 

A 

One can BOW to 
culminating in the highly OJp::.JJJJLLV<"lJO 

by density fluctuations op which in turn 
5. which consequently causes a !vH£LUI",'" in the redshift as in equation 5.148; 

"V'llH'UH)'i;J\,o,J, it shows a corresponding variation of 
this result, one to 

.. i)the present of parameter is to be 10-10 1. , 

.. ii)density fluctuations on the 
is at present (1}R = 1) for some 
are density o/f the of ten 

.. iii)The appropriate background 0, with the 
contribution to p . 

.. iv) Only 
vant. 

the 1'elatively type are 

.. v) It is that at some 'TE ~ ~ in gauge frame of equation 5.134 
radiation as by moving with a gas p 0 was 
with independent of the position . It is further as-

of microwave 
all 

(5.149) 

which holds exactly in background model. 

u~.,u~u at a 
,rr.""",nD radiation physicality 

uniformi ty is in assumption v), stating any variations in tem
could easily dominate the subsequent analysed 

is not gauge-invariant 
equation 5. this assumption only U"'\~VJ.JJG" meaningful when 

it 
gauge of 

within 
the same gauge of 5. 
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thence, and 
between the 

redshift. z; 

standard geometric 
observed (received) 

one can derive 
TB and 

the following exact 

z+1 
between the r.h''''','l"",i'1 OvLJUU<,OL and the 

one thus derives, to equations 5.148, 5, 
order: 

so one must have, to the following 

= 

heuristically separate terms in 
the first two terms are Doppler-type terms; 

essentially a Doppler for the world velocity 

du 
(0) 

(0) 

dU) 

BEl 

dU) 

negligible 
source. The last two 

(5, 

which are the most are similar to .v ..... v"" ........ redshift terms on account of 
B behaving analogously to a Newtonian potential: one can consider at the present 
time to be the source this potentiaL An approximation can then be made 

being: the magnitude last two terms, 

(5.153) 

which, as earlier 
tutes the Sachs-Wolfe uH'>-"">"'U though that '-IV·OUJ'VL\JF-. Y 

Observational '"'V""""'V""F-..y has come a way this modest 
[18] and subsequently BOOMERanG over 

above estimate, as well as the analysis, considerably 
BOOMERanG ,[24]) an of b.T200 (69 ± 8)pK peaking 
at the 197 ± 6 was reported, the measurements taken over 
a sixty in the introduction, developments 

the have rev-
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is must 
theory 

stressed CMB UHUU''''Vv evidence for 
Perturbat.ion 

5.7 Formulation 

the gauge-related formalism, one 
can consider the difficulties, formu-

of gauge-invariant problem was exhaustively by Bardeen 
1980 paper [10]. is mathematically elegant, and 

rigorous, will be A criticism at this 
formulation, is technical 
thereof; and as a consequence, in 
ty his variables which take on a rather contrived appearance. 
gauge problem one is compelled to concede the of such a technically 

formalism. 
Indeed, should 
and the \"V':"":;1..l 

variables 

Formulation of the Field equations 

the nature 
form of 

field in their various components, 
form by 
perturbations 

equati<?ns: 

8nGt5Ti; 

(5.154) 

Now, for perturbations Einstein tensor can be expanded as: . 

G(O)a £Gu 
b +u 1,+'" (5, 

where is the background quantity. that t.he entailed 
pression is calculated by linearising about the background met1'ic; that is, by 
quantities which are quadratic or higher order in the perturbation variables. 
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0' 

2 [-31£(1£A + + + 3KB + 31£( -1£' + 

2 [1£A + B' + K) - K.')),O' 

- 2 {[ (21£' + 1£2)A + 1£A' + B" + 21£B' -

1 
+(1£" 1£1£' 1£3 - 1i')6{; 2 (A 

+ K)(7/; ii')] 
(5.156) 

157) 

- B)] 6{; 

(5.158) 

Where '''''''''''1'> differentiation with 

invariant; l1>U"'"'--' 

as: 

that one 

6Cg 

bCQ. fJ 

od9i)O 
0 

bC(gi)O 
0 

Note that this is purely 

-7 bCg (cg)'(o 

6Co 1 fJ ° -7 Q - 3CfJ }(;Q 

-7 - (Cfj)'(o 

following 

= ocg + (C8)'(V) 

+ ~Cfl) 
3 fl 

form; indeed, as will seen 

to 
seen to be non-gauge

HH'''''V'H 5.40 

(5. 

160) 

161) 

(5.163) 

164) 

energy-momentum equations the matter is assumed to 
a different ,-Hun."",. 

hydro dynamical. More 

the 

a perfect will be assumed, as before: 

yields: 

-(p+ 

op6iJ 
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should note p will a function of both density p 

and the 

op = (5. 

(5.170) 

Cs can interpreted as speed of sound, and T is the temperature. Now, as 
with the Einstein tensor ,",V><AU,,,",,,," one can construct following 

so 

for the 

o p(gi) 

Op(gi) 

ou(gi) = 
Q 

o p + p' ('1/) - 1\;') 

op + pi ( '1/) 1\;') 

oUa + S('IjJ 

oT.(gijO 
0 = oTg + (Tg)'{ '1/) 

Op(gi) 

= + (Tg ~Tt3) 
3 P 

= (p + p)S-l 

;0' , 

oT(gija 
P + (T!f)'('IjJ 1\;1) 

sets of 
UHH,C;lU field equations: 

81rGoT/;gi ja 

a fully 

Writing out both in full, one 

+ BI) y2 B + 3K B 

+ p)ou~i) = -(ftA + 
41rGS2 Op(9i

) op - [(2ft l + + + 

(5.171) 

(5.172) 

173) 

(5.174) 

(5.175) 

(5.176) 

analogous form 

177) 

(5.1 

(5.179) 

1 
-KB+ 

2 
- B)] op + ~d~l'(A B);l'P . (5.180) 

last l.uo,je:.VUiLl terms leads to A = This leads the 
following simplification 
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One can now 

\72 A - 3tiA' - -K)A = 

(SA)',a 

A/!+ + (2ti' + ti" - = 

equations 5.170 with 5. 

(5.181 ) 

(5.182) 

(5.183) 

5.183 to obtain a single equation: 

184) 

an evolution equation the variable 
or as a variable 
an evolution this, as will seen 

From these the gauge-invariant evolution equations of any per-
turbed quantity can obtained. However, above is fully general: in 
one to the perturbation variables in terms of the harmonics, and 
manipulate the form the equations to yield equations are technically amenable 
to clear interpretation and insight into that particular situation. This will seen 
the approach of the following QC;".~IV'll 

5.7.2 The Bardeen Formalism 

The modu.s opemndi adopted in the formalism is that the preceding 
sections, in that standard metric perturbation form is assumed. The of the 

approach is to circumvent the gauge problem. In the preceding sections various 
gauge-invariant quantities and equations were developed within specialised, simplistic 

for clarit.y. In this the gauge-problem is 
vector and tensor perturbations in addition to scalar 

consequent formulations, particularly of the 
motivated within a physical context, admitting then a fairly 

1-'11'~a.""'Vll to any physical context. 
AlIa ... ",:!! by the following flaws and prob-

which are 

• principal problem as already explained . 

• Choice physically and 

elucidated upon in detail in due course. 
a formalism which is gauge-invariant and the above problems, 

in the process a framework for studying the evolution of physical pertur-
V"'.>VB". This, as before, entails the formulation of quantities from the metric 
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in terms of separate scalar, vector and tensor 
in which transpire as the most useful, the 
gauge-invariantly formulated quantities: 

II the velocity amplitude 

II the entropy amplitude 

411 the anisotropic stress amplitude 

II fractional energy density frame 

411 Perfect fluid matter 

411 Robertson-Walker 

l1li " A non-zero ""V"HUVHJj;l"a,l constant 

The assumption 
of time from spatial ,-,v,,,,vllU\.< 

lutions related to solutions 

the separation 
with spatial so

resulting in 
pert urbations being re[)reSeIUea 
the Lifshitz-Khalatnikov UMIVL'-',""",U. 

1111'OUO'VUGl (scalar) 
this was implicitly 

contained in a/ab' The reason 
form a complete basis for the 

,",\CUlA';;U in space-time can be expanded in terms of 
not unique, so one is at liberty to choose a 

namely that of quantities derived in terms 
out to be the Helmholtz condition stipulated 

tensor quantities associated with such a scalar perturbation can 
approach, be formulated in terms of 

spatial part of the metric) of the scalar harmonics. 
vector and tensor perturbations in terms of the vector and 

in the following theory, it will be assumed that 
manifold can be written as a linear combination of 

quantities, with co-efficients as functions 
scalar harmonics Q have to obey 

wave number. This wave number sets the spatial 
comoving background co-ordinates. Note that this is a 

in practical calculations, but which is a, V,,'" 1 H, 

section. Vector and tensorial 
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likewise the vector and tensor harmonics 
"1-":<'"""'1 vector and tensor as follows: 

Va + 
V(S)(r) + V(v) (r ) SO' 

+ + Wa,8 

= H(s)(r) (r)SO',8 + . (r)90',8 , 

ds 2 = (r)[~(1+2A(r)Q)dT2 2 (B(s) QO'+B(V)(r)SO') 

+ (( 1 + )00',8 + 2 (r) QO',8 + Hfg (r )SO',8 

+ Hii) (T }9a ,8 )) dx O'dx,8] 

p po(r) [1 +8(T) 

p = po(r) [1 + 1rdr)Q] 

perturbed four-velocity: 

+ sa] 

[v(s) + 

(1 - AQ) , 

5.6 

(5. 

186) 

SO' is 

tensor 

187) 

(5. 

(5.189) 

190) 

(5.191) 

where is background velocity time while vectorial decomposition 
5.6 has been used. One can then the entropy perturbation 17( r) Q as the 
ha!h""",n the fractional pressure background pressure-energy density 
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I 

Q 

(5. 

Note matter description were assumed, one would require per-
turbation 
momentum tensor: 

COlTe~jpondmg to the anisotropic stress terms 1f n{3 in the energy-

Po 

Po + 

the tensorial decomposition 5.15 has been 

the vector 
to what is termed the 

because 
rest frame 

stipulation 
matter. 

zero energy 

193) 

Similarly, energy 

194) 

= 0 cor
as 

implying a gauge in the 

to the Brandenberger et al approach of Ov'-,~1VH 5.2, and LU<O":1.U,'5 the 
perturbation variables: 

if> -AQ 
B(s) 

'IjJ = -Q 
k 

'Y = (H{L) + }H(T)) Q 

H{s) 
(1') 

K, --Q , 
k 2 

perturbed metric in time the 

900 

900: 

1 

(5.195) 

(5.196) 

(5.197) 

(5.198) 

199) 
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= Qo (5.200) 

[ (1 + 2[H(L) + ~ Q) + 

= [ (1 + + 2H(P) Qo /3 ] (5.201) 

The associated matter perturbations are: 

Q] -'O (5) + 1fL VB + P01fT 

To (po + po)v(s) 

(Po + po)(v(s) -

These, with the velocity perturbation equation yield the set 

(5.202) 

(5.203) 

(5.204) 

(5.205) 

unknown 

quantities A, , H(L), (7) 15(7) 
of conformal In 

to 

strictly with 
The subscripts and 

associated 

L 

K 

equal to zero. 
Ula,U",',,. of section 4.5.2, 

N, while the quantity 8 2 B 
to obtain a more ITor,rn.:>r 

in terms the above, the 
following 

(5.206) 

(5.207) 

are the perturbation generat.or of the traceless part, and 
trace respectively of extrinsic curvature; that is, shear in the 

Now, in order to introduce the gauge-problem, and consequently 
variables, one has to consider an arbitrary 

sections: 
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even 

under purely spatial gauge transformations. 
evolves in time, perturbations to 

in the physical will in not 

= 

B(s) 

-(s) 
HT 

C;U(kU""O one to study the transformation 
For scalar perturbations the variables 

A 
8 

(5.210) 

B(O) + £(s)' kT (5.211) 

_ £(s) k _ 8' 
(5.212) 

3 8 
H~~) + k£(s) , {5.213} 

as well as: 

where: 

v(s) -+ 
dr 

(5.214) 

p(r) po{r}[l + + Q] (5.215) 

J S 
15 + 3{1 + W)TS (5.216) 

= (5.217) 

, 
Po 

(5.218) W Po 

the through physicality of gauge-invariant quantities, one can 

<PA = 
( 

.. (5) S· (8») 
H{T) + SHT 

1 ~il(s) 
8 (1') 

(5.219) 

(5.220) 

equate to the gauge-invariant variables defined in section 5.2 as equations 
via the transformations 5.195 - can be interpreted as a lapse function 

perturbation and curvatuTe perturbation in the ADM formalism that 
the are chosen so as to make £ 0, £ is through 
5.206. define a gauge-invariant velocity variable: 
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(s) 
v(s) (5.221) 

which is 
energy density 

in terms matter field. 

quantity reduce to 6 as soon as 

k ~ « 1. Two can 

8, one t.hen a 
perturbation 'comes within the 

considered: 

15 
6 + 3(1 + W) (v(s) - B(s)) 

k8 

are to T 

choice of energy density "''-'''-'''-''-' 

relative to hypersurfaces 
geometrically selected 
One can show 
the the above two ... TlPTITV expressions is 

Similarly, 
5.23: 

vector one can ''''·.'tA'· ... ' ' the transformation 

yielding the form of perturbed metric: 

SCi 

8 2 [00 /3 + 2HJ~) So!3 ] 

matter r-rw" ..... ,",,,a 

(Po + po)(v(v) - B(1J))So: 

po(8$ + 
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where superscript (v) is 
with vector perturbations. One 

transformation: 

and henceforth to 

= B(v) + 
H(v) + kL(v) 

T 

V(v) + t(v) , 

following gauge-invariant metric tensor amplitude: 

multiplied 
As for 

gauge-invariant velocity 

the first velocity is 
to the normals of T cst 

Tensor Perturbations 

Finally, for tensor 
spatial metric 

variables of 5.24: 

one the metric as: 

(v) v(lI) _ ~if(v) 
v(s) k T 

(v) v(v) B(v) 
vee) 

to 

one has 

[Oafl + (7)9afl] 

1)0 [6{3+ (7)911] 
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(5.230) 

1) 

(5.233) 

to T cst 
two matter 

the second one is 

(5.236) 

(5.237) 

(5.238) 

(5.239) 

henceforth 

are automat-
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The Kinematic and Curvature Quantities in Terms the Bardeen 

Similarly, for 

8 80 +88 
3 ( , + 8 HL 

aer = (q,A;Q + 

8( -kv(S) 
(8) 

Wer!3 = 

curvature variables one 

= (3) Ro + 

A '5.. (S») Q 
8 + 3 v 

+ 1 [4(k 2 
- 3K) (q,H 

[k8vi;j + 2 

+ (k 8 + ~ 

1 

+ + 

while electric of the Weyl tensor are computed as: 

(5.240) 

(5.241) 

(5.242) 

(5.243) 

(k2 + 2K)H~)]9Q!3) (5.246) 

(5.247) 

For a general matter one can also anisotropic terms in terms 
of Bardeen variables, directly 

Kqa 8 [K{P + p)v[:? + 2k (q,l/ - 8q,A)] 

[K(P + p)V(c) - 1 (k2 2K)'li J 

1 [ 
8' 

K7ra!3 = (q, H + q, A) + 'III + 28 Ser;!3 

+ + + + 2K)HT] ga!3 . 
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In all above, the covariant has been taken with rac"'e"rT to the 
spatial metric 

Perturbation Equations 

Having the basic variables, one can proceed to derive 
the perturbation equations (to first order) in terms of method is anal-
ogous to Mukhauov et al. [17J the 
H.ll,,;:r">1n Field Equations 
earlier, there is no 

(5.251) 

upon substitution the perturbed field ua~lVU'" the resulting "'''"'"''VU'' (see [10]) 
perturbations, in terms the formulated 
as: 

POEm = 

(8 ) 
Po 1fT 

,(5) S (s) 
V(s) + SV(s) 

[poS3Em]' 

(POS3Em)" + (1 + )~(PoS3cm)' + 
(1 3~) { _k2(pOS31]) + i + + 

+2(w - (poS31fi~») - 2S(POS21f¥»)'} 

~(po + PO)S2](POS3cm) 
(poS31fi~») 

(5,253) 

(5.254) 

(5.255) 

is this formalism. Alternatively, but using the same equa-
tions, one either <I> A or 
section an evolution equation was derived for the A = 

Solutions to Equations 

Here one 
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1 
2 -'----=:;---'- qj S U = (po + 

the 

while the matter 

for the vortical 

Solutions to 

tensor 

h 1:r(t)· were IT IS 

Solutions to 

equations are 
arbitrary time 

Scalar 

that: 

The form of 
to the energy 
evident: 

S 
s 

\ji defined 

equation is: 

Vc - ~ (3c; - l)vc = 

amplitv,de VC' 

Perturbation 

as a gravitational wave 

Equations 

2 
{3 = 3W + 1 

makes analysis of 
rather convenient; 

119 

+Po 

k W 7r(v) 
l+W T 

together 
to equation 5.257 

W 7r~~) Wry] dz 

W 7r¥) + W ry]dz } 

of the 

(5.259) 
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.. The entropy perturbation 'f/ contributes ,,-VLUfJ'·U amounts of both 

decaying to em. 

perturbation turns off at some small 'time' kT « 1, 
comes within the horizon at kT rv 1 the 

Ala',,-"""", when compared with growing mode. 

.. The source term 
perturbation source t.enn, 
fact, if disappears at some 
kT = 1 mode contribution to em be<:Ollles 
with the <TN"'"'' mode contribution. 

em is always if W1r¥) « 1; however, 
amplitude measure is of order (b) 

one magnitude anisotropic stress 
compared with the energy 

One can then argue heuristically one 
bations. question arises as to these 
physically and could couple the amplitude decaying 
ing mode, thus a value for em at particle horizon 
previous maximum value of W 1r¥). This is answered largely 

zero-shear 
can thus 

even if 
as the 

complete perturbation on different hypersurfaces while the anisotropic stress is present, 
or just after it is One can then separately, the hypersurface 
conditions by trans-

to by the 

becomes a measure measures 
fractional with Em are 
.( kT) the mat tel' and geometry descriptions are In(1ep,endellt of the particle 
horizon. 

For hypersurfaces all perturbation amplitudes are s mall up until 
enters the particle horizon, provided the perturbation initially 

Ua,I,IVlli) are small: W 71 « 1, « 1. 
the 

is larger or 

to expansion rate: 
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amplitudes are then '-'v.'u~".w 

III For the growing mode, the 
independent of time, 

quantity, yielding 

the distortion in the intrinsic gec)meu'y is 
all three hypersurfaces, 

III the decaying mode, the uniform-Hubble-constant hypersurfaces are 
synchronous when (kT)2 « 1. 

to 

Vc = 

to the fact that S4po rx 

the anisotropic stress has been on 

Tensor Perturbations 
tensor perturbations the 

wave amplitude H¥), 
ever in order of magnitude 

at the initial singularity, with « 1. 
it is evident that tensorial 

itational waves which have a weak 
away_ 

order to gain further »WAhAAU 

defined variables 
non-linear to the 

can be written as: 

solution simplifies to: 

a expansion times; and: 

PO)] 
-1 

horizon Vc is comparable 
seen that vector perturbations 

in expanding universe scenarios: 
considerations, as 

to the evolution equation, 
with the 

amount to nothing more 
to matter, and are quite 

behaviour and physicality of the gauge
as well as to study the contribution of 

perturbations, one can reformulate 
assists particularly in 
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interpretation of the 
to the theme of approach, 

the thereof as follows: 
not here. 

not 
can 

• through ADM it eC(H114eS evident that the evo
linear perturbations are The UVUlA"",."'l 

are to alter the linear theory prediction 
bly, provided W 7r~~) « 1; while the 
to the fractional energy density perturbation is 
stress on shearing the volume element. 

• Vector The sec()nd in lapse 
mall on uniform-Hubble-constant h"'nOlr"""rf" while the dynamically i)ll',lll:ll'A"lll, 

same manner as for the perturbation case. 

• Tensor potentially 

tional energy density perturbation is 

"Afr",,,,'" stress is and at 
",n.trt">n''''' stress is 

Advantages: 

• 

• The unambiguous 

• 

• above, 

• reverse connection back 

the 

the 

one is now in a position for 
advantages disadvantages: 

than the awkward U~a"JVll and 

fully 

mathematically "'H._"-,-,,U" , 

IS technically computationally 

( co-ordinate 
trivial. 

physical processes 

• 
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the formulation of variables one the VL\O'-'CUU.ll', 

that the interpretation of the resultant formalism is non-triviaL the following 
this is obviated an alternative which develops a formalism 

yielding which are naturally gauge-invariant ab thus rendering a 
ambiguous interpretation. 
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hapt 6 

6.1 

Perturbation Theory 

so that their own evolution is 

Problem 

formulation, one 
most noticeable drawback in the nr':>l'c.rj 

is a scalar under a co-ordinate 
will not be invariant under gauge 

dependent in the background 
which will be derived later in the 
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the 
III ensuing sections material will 

development of field, commencing with curvature 
proceeding thence to the Go-ordinate formalism of Olson, finally 
the fully covariant of Ellis et at. ([13], , [15), [16]) In addition to 
historically is also consistent and self-contained. 

6.2 Curvature Perturbations 

1 Perturbation 

By the 6.87 conformally 

also an equation state ]J 

together with the "'A1,"'-'1'1~ 
perturbed model these quantities will 
them can ignored: this is essentially a 
the following perturbation evolution 

universes, it follows that: . 

o 
o 

p(jJ,), one 

H ;0 
00 (p + p)wa 

1 
--(p+ 

2 

o 

e 

= 

Eab + 

+ 

. Il)/ q + U[p;q] to tb 
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1h "c • hPhq 
3" abud + U(p;q) a b 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 
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The background 

Raychaudhuri and Friedmann 

can be integrated, as to this 
p = 0 case one has for the h",,,I<'<rrnn 

8 ' 1 - + 
3 

pi + p8 

1 + -p 
2 

o 
a 

Hence, on account of ther~ no derivatives, each 
independently. Consequently, perturbations will exist as 

nr":> .. ,,',, E in different the universal average will still 

5 

and similarly: 

T 

the perturbation grows 
analysis can be no'rtAt'"""'-' 

Rotational and 

1 

1 

a rotational perturbation 

w -w 

having E > 0, any small 
to form a galaxy; 

a galaxy. However, the case 
region within such a 

t,hen the E < a 

(t2 _ ;~ + .. .) 

(t3 t
5 

) 20 + ... 

2 
'3 

+ ... ] 

is not fast enough for 
I!. 3 . 

vorticity 

11) 

12) 

(6.15) 

(6. 

considering ~ and p 0 one obtains vorticity 
was being 1T'"'p1''''' 

as can readily 
via a 

to the scale factor, and scale 
equation 6.16 after elementary 

perturbation w, dies away as the universe 
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and is of conservation of momentum in an ex-
energy density perturbations one firstly, for the p 0 

case: 

from 
For p ~ one 

In this case 

For this 
energy-momentum tensor: 

satisfy: 

being energy current. 
equations 

From 

C~a = -8 [1 
it follows that 

p -p8 17) 
1 1 e 
3 

- -p 
2 

18) 

evolutions 
show 

"Ull"H.1Uoc; to expand, not contracting 
op contracting. contraction will 

The only instability occurs 

that a 

and Narlikar 

Ja (p + p)ua 

enough to even 

can only contract if E is 
Khalatllikov are 

one has to extra terms to the 

19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

energy and momentum conserva-
l'I.U;Ioc;Ul(;t"J" evolution equations, one the following: 

pl+p'+ 
(6.23) 

p» p one has 

pi + 8[1- (p+ (6.24) 

results in p + P -7 L Hence small die away. the 
kinematic V~<"~HJIH"l perturbations 

~(;t.I(;t.AIoc;" cannot 
universe. 
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Gravitational Waves 

One now considers perturbations to the Weyl tensor that do not arise from density or 
rotational perturbations; this should give rise to perturbations of the "free" gravitational 
field, and hence gravitational waves. From the kinematic evolution equations, one thus 
has: 

E ob = Ha.b = 0 ;b ;b • (6.25) 

This, together with the evolution equations for Ea.v and Hab yields: 

(6.26) 

where (3) \7 2 is the spatial Laplacian in the hypersurface t = cst, defined as before: 

(6.27) 

Because in the linearised theory one has (3)\7 2 Eao = 0, and which is retracted from 
the above equation in empty space when e = aao = 0; one can attempt to solve 6.26 by 
writing Eao as the sum of the eigenfunctions of L::. (3): 

such that: 

o 

which thus yields: 

jj; = ~ "V(n) [d
2 
A(n) _ 2. dS dA(n)] 

ab S2 L ab d 2 S d d n ,7 7 ,7 

Similarly: 

n 

which, from the evolution equation for the shear, results in: 

dD(n) = SA(n) _ 2D(n)2. dS 
d7 S d7 

Substituting these into 6.26 one then obtains: 
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(6.31) 
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which can 
and S » 

6 dS dArn) A(n) 3 d2S 6 2 

+SdT~+ +S +S2 + 

+D(n) [(p + p) ~~ + ~ (p' + p')S2] 0, 

into for ; upon which, for n » 1 

Interpreting one sees that 
gravitational energy ~ (EabEab + 

as ~, while 

Absorption 

in the interaction 
t.o 

Gravitational \I\J<,,,,,,,,, 

in the nt>1rtp,'t 

the introduction 
A is the co-efficient viscosity. Combined 

contain extra terms of - 2Aa2 and 
equations 

+ H e I f cEd;e 
ab - - 1(aTlb )cde 11 J 

obtain as: 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
-
2 

+ 

the amended conserva
respectively) that 

extra terms on the 
to 

A 
ofe-"2 t . 

VCk<"V.CALU wave as: 

causing wave to 
e and postulates a 

= E(O}eivt 
ab ' 

wave will be absorbed in a characteristic time of ~ independent of the 
with the energy conservation equation above scenario, one 

of rest-mass the matter will 2Aa2 which, by evolution 
is gravitational frequency; thus 

means that 
as in an 
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universe; thus it is apparent that gravitational radiation behaves very much as that 0/ 
standard radiation fields. Now, by the expansion evolution equation, with a 2 

= ~ 
2 

and a radiation energy density of 4~, one obtains: 

(6.39) 

where Pc is the gravitational energy density. This means that gravitational radiation 
has an active attmctive gmvitational effect. Such gravitational radiation emitted in an 
expanding universe will eventually be absorbed by other matter if J Adt diverges; which 
will certainly be true for the steady-state universe where A is constant. Generally, in 
evolutionary universes A will be a function of time. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

The above approach of Hawking is seen to be more physically intuitive in that the opera
tive dynamical physical variables which one would expect to have an explicit influence on 
structure formation in the universe are perturbed directly through a perturbation to the 
curvature, without recourse to the underlying metric. This is in antithesis to the metric 
perturbation approach where the metric is the pivotal mathematical quantity, the per
turbation to which indirectly determines the perturbations of all physical quantities via 
the field equations; in the curvature perturbation approach one has no need to consider 
perturbations to the metric at all. 

The outstanding problem though, is still that of gauge-invariance; although the above 
formalism is covariant, it still contains implicitly the arbitrariness of gauge choice. This 
problem will be obviated by application of the Stewart-Walker lemma later in the chapter. 
In addition, several errors have been detected in Hawking's derivations, particularly in the 
gravitational analysis: notably those pointed out by Olson [9], which will be mentioned 
shortly, and that of Dunsby et al. [22]. In leading up to the gauge problem, one can 
consider a synthesis of the above Hawking approach and that of Lifshitz and Khalatnikov 
through the following co-ordinate-free approach of Olson [9]. 

6.3 A Co-ordinate-Free Formulation 

Using the continuity and Raychaudhuri equations one can derive a co-ordinate indepen
dent evolution equation for linearised energy-density perturbations in a fluid co-moving 
frame in a flat FRW universe; an equatioll which is in terms of pmper- time. The approach 
here, due to Olson [9], initially follows Hawking [6]. Assuming, as before, a perfect fluid 
scenario for a FRLW background model universe one has the standard continuity and 
linearised Raychaudhuri equations: 

o 
e 

p+(p+p)8 

182 1 ( ). a - - - - -Ii: p + 3p + 'I1" a 3 2 ' 

and from the momentum conservation: 
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(6.42) 

Similarly, one has the following linearised expression for the hypersurface-projected Ri.cci 
scalar (3) R: 

In the background model, as before, one has: 

P 3(~r 
e 3~ 

S 
0 'a 

W,(J,v, 

(6.43) 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

(6.46) 

where the first equation follows from 4.122 with K = A = O. Note that the Iinearisation 
is such that products and powers of w, (J and iJ/' are dropped, as these quantities are 
assumed to be very small in the real universe which is almost-Robertson-Walker. 

6.3.1 The linearised equations 

One can express the perturbed 'real universe' energy density P in terms of the background 
energy density Po and a perturbation op as follows: 

Op 
p == po(t)(l + -) , 

P 
(6.4 7) 

where Po is that function of co-moving proper time which corresponds to the density 
in the fIat background universe at the proper time t after the big bang, and defined 
through equations 6.44 and 6.45 as Po = ~e6, the 'zero' subscript indicating a background 
quantity. Bearing this latter expression in mind, one can define a related small quantity 
f, which can be thought of in the linearised theory as a 'spatial curvature perturbation', 
as follows: 

1 2 
P == -(J (1 + f) 1 

3 
(6.48) 

this definition being made in the real, perturbed universe. In irrotational models it 
becomes, to linear order E = (~:l using equations 6.43 and 6.48. In all subsequent work, 
The evolution equations for the dynamical quantities are linearised; hence, differentiating 
6.48 with respect to proper time and substituting into the result for p, 8, p and ua

a from 
equations 6.40, 6.41, 6.48 and 6.42 respectively, and linearising, one obtains: 

(6.49) 
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while first and sec:ona and linearising, one obtains the 

evolution equation: 

such 
E. 

;a 
3 
2 

wave 
two 

relate £E. to E by continuity p 
as with Hawking, one can consider 

(6.qO) 

enabling integration of the above an equation 

depending on 
equations of 
state p = etp 

one 2 (4 1 d ="'"' t3+3a and Po t) 3 t2(l+0') , an CO]rlSE:aUle 

( 8P)' E = t-
P 

along the one 

(6.52) 
p 

such that C is an arbitrary constant of integration, which thus gives 
ent in gauge; problem is still not fully <:;;U.l1H.HQ,',C;U in this 
formalism. 

6.3.2 

Upon equations, assumed an of state 
a non-oscillatory decaying mode p rv t for the cases: p 0, p = 

equation 6.51 that only for this 
interpretation 

in the proper, 
the 

tt = t + to , 

is 
time t in 

the quantity: 

(6.53) 

where to t,aua = 0, and also represents proper time. Consequently, 
the equation of state p = etp, equivalent proper time results in: 

Hence it 
vanishing, 
mode as being 
from the other 

8p 
--+ 

p p 
~ + 2

to 
P t 

that, a of to, one can the density 
quantity t unchanged. one can view the decaying 
if it can be removed from £E. only by a suitably chosen to, but not 

p 
and 'fictitious' if it can be removed from all 
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and Disadvantages 

the direct treatment of curvature perturbations as to metric it 
is, as the constant of integration in equation 6.52 
demonstrates. Consequently, same problems to gauge choice occur, as with 
metric In the following section a approach which is addition 
gauge-invariant will be of this 
on the lemma, 

to its formulation. 

6.4 The Stewart-Walker Lemma 

Consider a family of four-dimensional 
a five-dimensional manifold N. the ME ,·~,,~~,n~v. 

unpertur-bed manifold Mo while E is a ;'UJ(;I,U''';;", parameter. 
Secondly, map : Mo 

a gi ven point 
of a vector field 

ME embedded 
or 

-7 ME which 
base manifold. is 
defined on N such that 

is everywhere transverse (i.e. to the embeddings of the ME; while points 
lying on the same curve "/ of are regarded as same point. Conveniently 
parametrising,,/ as ,,/(E), one can 

geometrical 
along,,/ : 

A =0, ... 4 . 

defined on each 

Qo + E(.cXQ)O + 0(E2) 

Qo + + 0(E2) , 

one can expand 

to 
linear perturbation 

to Q, and is arbitrary. naturally implies 
choice of corr-esponds to a choice gauge. The difference between two 

choices X, Y is then: 

b..8Q = 
Y) is a vector in is trivial to show), 

in turn: 

b..8Q = Qo . (6.59) 
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It now follows naturally that will gauge-independent (i:l6Q 0) only if 
or a linear 

Stewart-Walker 
Qo = 0; that is, only if is zero, a constant 

of Kronecker deltas with constant co-efficients. 

6.5 Obviation of Problem 

for this 
. This is the fundamental 

covari
of the 

For reasons in the previous chapter, a physically suitable 
would be that of FRW; will be maintained 
of the analysis, although generality of the Stewart-Walker 

be appreciated. 
of the above lemma, one ,",VA.'''l''',,"' some scalar density ¢( t) 

is a function of time only in the reason for the UAA"hV"~' 
"1-""''''''''' gradient of ¢ functional is that this would 

in the universe, thus <ar.-.",r< in the 

gauge-invariant by 

6.6 Approach 

follows the work et al. ([13]' [14], [15], [16]), and es-
formulating general 

quantities in the background, and are additionally gauge-invariant by 
the Stewart-Walker Lemma. In the process, evolution equations for these quantities are 
obtained, and Iinearised to yield equations appropriate to 

Bardeen; 
The 

insight 
description of 

6.6.1 

By definition, 

Robertson-Walker universe. to these are obtained 
gauge-related theory, 

recover the usual growing and 
then be extended to incorporate 

r'"".JH'IJV.l1,,"!l~ matter case, in the process 
matter 

Variables 

of FRW background models 
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matter 

true: 

(6.60) 
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any background universe must 

ifit were a function both isotropy 
would be 

¢,a 0, :::} ¢ = ¢(t) 

such scalar which matter are: 

p = p(t) 

p 

8 8(t) , 

which thus vanishing 

- 0 

= 0 

0 

Sa 0 

s is entropy density. following 

Va SXa 
p 

= S3K,(3)YaP 

Ya 
p 

Za 

(p) 

assuming an equation of state p = p(p, s). 
S tewart-Walker .u"''''LJlUC'', 

which are most 
analysis. 

"He'"",u,,, argument, have a vanishing 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

(6.64) 

(6.65) 

(6.66) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

(6.69) 

(6.70) 

(6.71) 

(6.72) 

(6.73) 

a gauge-

with the following associated quantity is conserved in cases: 
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that K = O,±l 
with 

quantities: 

in 

Wa,b 

Uab 

qo 

1I'ab 

universe is open, 
one can define following scalar 

v 
z 
c 
6 
£ 

-

which the FRW 

h~htu[c;dl 

U~bub 

_h~udTcd 

h;hgTcd ~ hcdTcdhab 

is they are conformally 

o . 
tensor any decomposition 

as opposed to the and 

that 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

(6.77) 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 

(6.81) 

are 

(6.83) 

(6.84) 

(6.85) 

(6.86) 

Weyl 

(6.87) 

in the matter rest frame. Consequently one has 
the Weyl tensor must be gauge-invariant: 

= 

= 

(6.88) 

(6.89) 

6.6.2 Linearised Field Equations 

whereby terms quadratic, or of higher 
in the field are 
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Conservation 

energy and momentum conservation equations are 

such 
spIre as: 

W~b + 

+ 

p + 3h1l + h(3) 

+ (3) + h(Fa + 

h = p+p 

F 

n 

h 
Wa - (3c; - l)1lWa 

1 (3)yb7f 
h au, 

S(3)y U Fa 

s(3)yan a , 

equation to: 

o 
o , 

31l + + 3p) A 0, 

The linearised equations for the 

(
3) 1 

+ 21laub + 1 + W) Y(aVb) - 3 

W 1 

3 

+ 

to yield: 

(6.90) 

(6.92) 

(6.93) 

(6.94) 

(6.97) 

(6.99) 

(6.100) 

and vorticity tran-

(6.101) 

) , 

102) 
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for and u, ..... "u'"' parts of 

= 

'1JH hI , . cE d;e = +3n. ab- (a'lb)cde U I 

Constraint 

the equation one obtains the energy constraint: 

The (0, v) equations are 

2 
3 

1 

6 
= 

to yield: 

+ S(3hJbwab S(3) 

(3)\7awu 

(we;! + 
(c 

0 

the linearised constraint equations on the electric and 
tensor transpire as: 

(3) nbH 1 (h Ii cd 
v ali = 2"lilJabctl 1t W + 

6.6.3 Gauge-Invariant Evolution Equations 

aim now is to evolution equations the operat.ive 
these· will then naturally be derived from the 
should be noted, however, that in deriving linearised 

Weyl tensor 

(6.103) 

(6.104) 

(6.105) 

(6.106) 

(6.107) 

(6.108) 

109) 

Weyl 

(6.110) 

(6.111) 

equations, further linearisation is required in the This is necessary, as e-
quations derived from substitution and differentiation of linearised equations will not 
necessarily linear. 

Propagation Equations for the Vectorial Quantities 

for (an fluid) the perturbation variables 
discussed are naturally obtained from the linearised field of the previous 

they are: 
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+ (1 + W)Za 

1 c2 

+ 21-l Za + 2 + 1 / W 

= -S(3) '\7b(Fb + IIb) + S 

such that: 

0, ±l as before. 

1 + W)1-l(Fa + 

+ (3)'\72) V + W (K + (3)'\72) 
a 1 + W S2 

3K 

Va, one can 
of the first, 

substitute second 
SeC()llcl order 

UQ,\,lVll<> into 

(6.113) 

(6.114) 

It should hpt.wPf~n the 

linearised 
a perfect fluid 

(at + wt:) 

+ w~) + p + Sh~ e 

Ya - Yb (a~ + + Shu 
a p 

6.6.4 Propagation Quantities 

quantities u.uu'v,"",u. 

propagation equations: 
with the above 

V- (1 + (3S1-l(F + II) Z - S(3)'\72q,) 

Z + 21-lZ _ ((3)'\72 + 
1 +W 

_ W ((3)'\72 + 3K) £ S ((3)'\72 + 
1 + W S2 + II) 

time 
one obtains a second-order 

and then substituting therein 
for V: 
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(6.115) 

116) 

(6.117) 

(6.118) 

(6.119) 

the 
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V+ (2 + 3c; - 6W)1-fD - c;(3)\72V 

- [(~ + 4W - ~W2 - 3c;) "'P + (5W - 3c~)i\ + (c; - W) l~f] v 
W ((3)\72 + ¥f) [+ 5(1 + W) [-3W P + 3A + (t3)\72 - ¥f)] (F + fl) 

+5(1 + W) [(31-l(F + 11) - (21-l(3)\72\jJ + (3)\72~)] 

6.6.5 Comparison with the Bardeen Formalism 

(6.120) 

As the above covariant variables are exact as well as fully covariant, it follows naturally 
that they can, if desired, be expanded in terms of gauge-dependent quantities; moreover, 
due to this de facto gauge-independence, to first order they should then appear as linear 
combinations of the Bardeen gauge-invariant variables. 

In deriving thus the relationship between the covariant and Bardeen formalisms, 
one first needs to note the distinction between the arbitrary space-time slicing in the 
Bardeen formalism, defined through oaf], and that defined by the fluid four-velocity via 
hab in the covariant formalism. This is described by taking the covariant derivative of a 
scalar function f = 7 +15f defined in the almost Robertson-Walker space-time, and with 
non-constant background value 1: 

,,-{) -
(15f) a + U 80 fOua , 

[15f + j' (v - B)l,a + T V(c)a 

-k [15f (T) - r (v(s) - B(S))] Qa + j'V(c)Sa (6.121) 

Using the above, one can express the operative covariant variables Va, Za and ea In 

terms of the Bardeen variables defined in the previous chapter: 

- k5Em(T)Qa - 35'(1 + W)V(c) (T)Sa (6.122) 

[-3k (iPH' - ~ iPA) + ((3K - k
2) - ~"'h52) V?:?] Qa 

[ 3 2J + 3K - 2",h5 V(c) (T)Su (6.123) 

5 (-k (4(k
2 - 3K) ( iPH - :; v[:~)) Qa - 12K ~ V(c)Sn] 

(6.124) 

such that h = f.l + P as before, and k refers to the ktlt harmonic component, as explained 
in the Appendix B. 

6.6.6 Extension to Multi-Component Matter 

For the sake of simplicity and clarity, the foregoing analysis was developed for a single
type matter description. However, the theory can be extended in a straight-forward 
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fashion to encompass 
introduces, 

various mat tel' 
is 

complication 
.... -..'''~ •• "' between the 

The above notion is HU'"Hk"-"U tensor as 
tensors of the constituent matter 

forms: 
sum of 

T(i) 
ab 

(i) 

(i) 

the index (i) labels the "'n"·,·,n.,_ rn tensor of 
energy-momentum tensor 

(6.125) 

matter content; and where 
assumed. In order to 
defines following 

has been 
one interactions between the various matter ,...raYln"n':>"'1 

J a 
( i) 

which, by conservation the total energy-momentum tensor, must 

The following 

form of 

In) = 0 . 
(il 

convenient to decompose J[i) into 
matter fluid four-velocity U a : 

J(i) 
a 

uaf(~) = 0 

hgUaf(i) 0 

velocity will also be used 

V(~) == u
a 

the of the ron~lmmg-
energy and momentum ('A''''''''·''"" 

P(il + + h(i) (3) = 

:+ rr~Li») + (1 + c;(i)hi)\]i~tt) 

(6.127) 

"'rf'·tA'·'" yield: 

(6. 

per-

(6.129) 

(6.130) 

(6.131) 

(6. 

following 

(6.133) 

(6.134) 

such analogous to in the , one has: 
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h(i) = P(i) + P(i) (6.135) 

W(i) + V(il 
a a (6.136) 

(6. 

p(i) = 
a 

~(j) -
a - l)1iW~i) . (6.138) 

one has a set of covariant 1'"\."":1,,,'1.::> inhomogeneity variables ,-,-<;JIll";:;U., as the 
previous "";:;~.~lI..'U" for each matter component: 

z(i) 
(I V IL 8(i) 

VaP(i) 

S (8P(i») (3l" = - -- Vas(i) 
P(i) 8s(i) P{i) 

139) 

(6.140) 

141) 

Associated with variables are scalar quantities as the (matter 
frame) divergence each For these vectorial and associated scalar quantities 
one can derive evolution as in the sections, the which are 
not necessary here (see [15] and for an extensive treatment). 

A crucial consequence if not indeed a motivation for multi-fluid 
is the explicit treatment of the interactions between the matter components, a 
scenario which is of self-evident physical significance. can analyse interactions 

deriving a set of evolution equations terms of variables define the 
difference the perturbation variables an pair of matter components, 
and which have the in permitting one to distinguish between o.u.", ...... o" •. ,,-, 

and isothermal perturbations; example, one can define the relative 

S(i:i) 
a (6.143) 

(6.144) 

h(i) hU) 

w(ij) 
(! 

wei) - w(j) 
a b 146) 

fJi j ) = (6. 

rr(ij) 
a = (6.148) 

V(i) - v:(j) 
(! b 1 (6.149) 
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as evolution equations these can be (tediously) derived again, 
details see [15] and [16]). This formalism is of utility in the study two-

component matter descriptions, permitting a clear, unambiguous inter-
actions between any two given matter types. Numerous such studies on 
matter been performed by et at. over the past decade. 
inherent hydrodynamical approach instrumental in recent applications [25] 

kinetic ([26], in VV"U1\J'VI; Y 

6.7 The 

noted 
assumption, 

Fluid Case 

TYlT'.t,,,,n forms the 

the functioning of the covariant "'fj:fjL'-,o,,-,U, 

motivates a 

,u.L>J;;:;''-;U" vector vari-
l.;)U~lU'U procedure previously outlined, 

= (6.150) 

+ S( 1LaR + (6.151) 

hby. 
a b Sr;,h~p,b , 

and for variable 

b . 1 
ha<l>b+ 3 

3 r;,p 
+ "2 (W + 1) 8 <l> a 

3 (1 W) r;,p 
4 + 8 (6. 

where, to linear 

D (6. 

= 155) 

+D+r;,p+A (6.156) 

K + r;,p + A) (6. 

Ka = (6.158) 

that when is no Ricci (3)R 
fluid flow. 

, 
also equation for 

K 
2 
38 (K+ (6.159) 
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where term 8D can linearised away, yielding upon integration: 

0, ±1 as before, 
equation related to the above, 

the evolution 

(6.160) 

space-time. A 
be used 

acceleration 

(6.161) 

Note that for in addition to it being vec-
harmonic decomposition 
one has: 

necessary. For the propagation 

+ ag);c (6.162) 

~h(!b/1,p 
3 ,Ii (6. 

can then to apply "O,"lul'" to for ex
relevant ample matter and vacuum. 

Va' (6. 

= (6.165) 

Which can thus simply be to obtain: 

o 

o = 

2 
"+-8'0 . 3 a 

1 
2/1,pVa = 0 

5 
"+ 3 

2 2 
. + 3' (D + A + 3 

(6. 

(6.167) 

An point to note here is that if at any on 
some world " they are parallel similarly, if 

vanishes at any point on " will be parallel at every point they do not 
vanish. these scenarios the vector to scalar equationsj for example: 

such that: 

2 
'0"+ -8'0' 

3 

= 1 

o 
V 

144 

=0 , (6.168) 

169) 

(6.170) 

(6.171) 

(6. 
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inho-

mogeneities can 
terms of a rVTv"""n mode-
by L"'jL"'U'~'" [1], although in a form, can also be from Newtonian 

as derived by Bonnor [2], as will be seen later. 
specific universe models, the Einstein static 

universes. The equations are then to obtain 
WC;U-llC;1.U1C;U and and modes for a inhomo-

geneity. universe A = 0); 

4 
a(t - to):3 + {3(t - to) + 'Y(t (6.173) 

that a, {3, 'Yare constants. A instability is thus clearly exhibited by the 
gmwing nature of the for structure 
formation in universe. Jeans instability 
later 6.8.2). 

It is worth 
clear due to gauge freedom 

to measure proper time. This also 
the mode as illustrated by Olson [9]. 

Furthermore, for the vanishing pressure case, the evolution of the variable 
will unaffected by the wavelength of fluctuation because evolution 

each world line is independent. In addition to this, for the same reason, the 
evolutions are by particle horizons, a in Bardeen's 

6.8 Comparison with Newtonian Results 

nian physics; the 
to classical in the 
pretation of the results VUI,aU1C;U 

well-established and un«J.erSLC'oa 

6.B.1 Covariant Newtonian 

to Jackson 

and VAI",o.1.'" 

One thus commences by rrnnn!>rl 

their 

with standard analogous in Newto-
having to meet simplifying 

limit. comparison assists in the inter-
the equations analogy with 

with those of 
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the and momentum conservation equations for a perfect 

p 
-+9 -- 0 
p 

. 1 
1t0: + -\7 O:P + 

P 
o 1 

are: 

such that <P is the gravitational potential determined by Poisson's equation: 

+A . 

174) 

(6.175) 

(6.176) 

's equation of motion. analogous 
to the 
decompose the 

This is naturally 
tities contained in 

Poisson's equation 
Raychaudhuri 

+ 

.1 2 9+-9 + 
3 

+ 47fGp - A + 

This together with the continuity 
P = p(p), form a closed in the p, 
a order the density evolution. 
derivative of the equation and the 

to 

p 4 

p 3 

Bruni-Ellis covariant variable 

1 
Do: = 

p+p 

mechanics one can 

177) 

quan-

(6.178) 

state 

is taking total time 
equations to obtain: 

(6.179) 

one can 

(6.180) 

definition will be one can the Newtonian 
equation as: 

o + a~) (VjJ + ~9Dt1) - 0 
+ (w~ + a~) (wJ + aJ) Dr - 2S\7o (a 2 

- w2 ) 
(6. 

One can compare this with the spatially linearised defined earlier) 
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such that: 

3p) + 2A) + 
+ A)] = 0 

hb 
u p + p 

h~hg"UCid 

(6. 

(6.183) 

{6.184} 

above is 
Ellis-Bruni approach, 

simpler than previously 
due to the 

equation in 
definition of the 

state, does not form a closed 
to the appearance vorticity is, 
the exact evolution equation: 

(6.185) 

However, this means that the vorticity away rapidly as the 
a reasonable equation of state. Hence one can ext.ra vorticity 1<.«'Ul'[;l1" 

term in equation 6.1 as insignificant, except at early times in universe. 

6.8.2 Gravitational Stability and the Criterion 

The instability in essence provides a condition for the occurrence 
in the solution to a matter perturbation evolution and thus a U""'_"'''''CH 
for possible structure formation. By using standard Navier-Stokes 
equations in Newtonian one can perturb the matter 
follows: ' 

that 

equation 
[21) one can 

p == Po + ~p , 

~p 8p(T, t) . 

with 
the following linearised 

2 41fGpos - \7 =0 

where s ~ is the analogue to the covariant 

continuity 
equation: 

mode 

(6.186) 

(6.1 

(6.188) 

-,.------.. - 6.188 is thus the analogue of equation 6. To derive Jeans' 
one an ansatz solution to this in the form of a spherical 

wave: 
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21fT 
S = 'r cost A ) , (6.189) 

radial distanee, and A is the Upon into 6.188 

- h dP) 
dp 

(6.190) 

for a o-r()"n,n ;;)VIUv"VU to increase exponentially 
making or: 

1 

A> (~ 
Gpo 

2' 
(6.191) 

A matter content with linear dimensions greater the above 
This is the instability, and as explained provides a criterion 

formation in it transpires that the l.-Ul.IU<Oll"G"'.Ull 

is too slow ([2]) has shown 
for all 

6.9 Alternative Perturbation 

perturbation one can generalise the approach-
es to include a plethora of various eovariantly defined perturbation variables. 
ean proceed by assuming a general functional form an arbitrary perturbation variable, 
bearing in mind the constraints of the Stewart-Walker ,,,uuu.u-, 

this and then the functional 

6.9.1 Equations 

en
Lagrangian formulation 

The standard exact (i.e. 'non-linearised') fractional energy density, pressure and expan-
sion equations for a perfect are, as h"l~nr,p· 

= SEva ZaS (1 +~) (at; + - ~aiLb) (6,192) 
J1. 

Ya 
p 

- ua'll) + 
p 

e Z (b b .b) = - b aa + wa - UaU + + (6.194) S , 
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that: 

Shb 
a J1, 

(6.195) 

Shbf!J!. 
IL e (6.196) 

Sh~ (6.197) 
p 

If one now wishes to HI.'HI"'11 a basis to alternative and/or 
tional incorporating the energy density, and which are functionally 

by positing a functional 
which a spatial gra-

background hence 

6.9 Variables 

variables to 
the following functional form. 

functions 

an 
fractional energy density 

exact evolution equation: 

(
I" 

+p) ji 
g' 1 
-+ 
9 J1, + 

such that: 

When the 

fractional energy-density UU'"'''Uv, one postulates 

+ 

!' 

i I
, . 

J1, • 

(6.198) 

J1, which are to be 
have as simple a form 

thus continues by deriving 
in accordance with standard 

following form of 

(6.200) 

(6.202) 

simplifies to the following: 

(Ing)' + %h~ (tibi + II;) (6.203) 
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An interesting point to note here is that equation is also completely 
projected onto the spatial part of the comoving This does not seem to be 

in the paper the projection tensor hab is still redundantly 
appended to Va term. It is seen that is not necessary, as the linearisation 

entire term Db (al: + wI: ua'ub) which incorporates the only tem-

component in the entire equation. Having established this functional 
form, one is now in a position to try a number of for f and g. 

Different Functional Forms the 

simplification in mind, it would be convenient if the last term of equation 
6.203 vanished. To end one sets this last term to zero to following 
constraint: 

(6.204) 

which is an equation: 

= (In r) ,b ' (6.205) 

potential, and 'dot' indicates 
with to the propel' time t as before. Whence one can j with the accelera-
tion potential r the latter with ""'"nAI't to the proper time 
t to f. of state, this 

f [t (J!:) ~ dt' . 
ltD J1.o 

(6.206) 

one now by 

g=(~:)~ (6.207) 

then the evolution equation simplifies to the following: 

hc (b b) bt,c aa + wa (6.208) 

equation for the spatial the proper time. 

If one tries ansatz: 

f J1., 9 11, + P , (6.209) 

the evolution 

= (6.210) 
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definition of Va can 
energy density gradient with 

meaningful in the sense that one is vVAU .... '~L 

total energy Jk + p. 

f 9 Jk+P (6.211) 

has evolution 

b • f; 
- Shbe b- + haVb = 

Jk+P 
a , (f;,b + (it + p)) (6.212) 

Here one is merely considering the fractional gradient of the total energy density. 

f = 9 It + 3p (6.213) 

then evolution equation as: 

(6.214) 

If one now considers as a specific case a 1'-law perfect fluid equation of state: 

p (')' 1) Jk , (6.215) 

then equation 6.203 obtains following 

(6.216) 

conservation equation. following special cases: 
+ 

[-e(')' 1) (6.217) 

(6.218) 
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It is that 

1 

+w!) + 

+ (a~ + w~) + 3
1 

_ 2 

equations obtain 
the case I 
1= I(t), 

h!Vb = _!Va (98 + 9'/'1 - 9/1-11-81) Vb(W~ + a~) 
9 

S [1' (h~l1-,cf"! I I 1 - f"!,b) + 111-(8f/1-,b + f/1-8,b)] 

whence one has for the special cases: 

b . 
haVb - [(8 (21 1) - 2~) Va + Vb +W~) + + 

b . 
haVb - [ (18 - ~) Va + + w!) + eZaJ 
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(6.219) 

(6.220) 

(6.222) 

o or 1= 1. 

into the 

(6.223) 

(6.224) 
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- [ 

h~Db - [(e--

6.9.3 Functional 

of state p 
pressure variable: 

+ Db (a~ + w!) + 3, _ 2 

(6.226) 

+w~) + 

(6.227) 

(6.228) 

p 

an 
a generalised 

(6.229) 

Whence one an arbitrariness, as before, in the functions f and 9 which are now 

is 

+ 

such that 

U"''''UL''U,~',u exact evolution for the variable 

- 1 (fL + 

= 

9 

dp 

dp 
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'b) + UaU 

(e(fL + p)c;) b , 
(6.230) 

(6.231) 

(6.232) 

(6.233) 
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the latter 

where, as with the pn~'ro"v_ 
the only time-like conapcmer 

6.9.4 Functional 

one the 

which admits the exact 

Za + Z(l [ (} - T) (A + 
¥-h~ (Ub(A + 

such that: 

gl 

Involving 

equation: 

~e2 - ~(tl + 3p}) + ~ 
+ K,J.L) + Db - ~K,J.L,b) 

The above 

equation. 

Parameter 

+ 

Db = h~LD,b 

the latter equation 
to yield: 

+ 

e A + D - ~e2 
3 

Raychaudhuri ua,',.v." The above is 

f) + D - ~e2 - ~(J.L + 3p)) + je] 
(itb(A+D-le2+ + -!K,J.L,b) 

equa-

(6.234) 

(6.236) 

(6.237) 

(6.238) 

(6.239) 

(6.240) 

(6.242) 

where, as before, has eliminated the time-like term, yielding a 
completely projected equation. 

6.9.5 Decoupling 

In general, from the n .. "'''''' .... 

the evolution of matter 
and Looking at 

Evolution Equations 

"'''''''.VAAO is contained 
coupled linearised 
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<.4<N"AV'''' for these, it 
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that, in them, one would order 
equations. , by using simplified equation state 
it transpires second can from 

will be highlighted<f><f><phighlighted here through use of the following 

(6.243) 

u<CJ!veu before in equations 6.199 
variable; this follows as: 

P.b (6.245) 

in the Ylt variable being variable. the 
evolution equation Ya not be t-Ull,,>HH::: their decoupling; it is essentially 
redundant. From 6.203 and 6.236 one the evolution 
equations Va and 

(ew+ 
1+ 

Substituting in for e from 

with to time, one obtains: 

Va + W8Va (e(1 + W) + 8W) 

and W 

W = 8(W c;)(W + 1) , 

for from from oIle obtains, 

2W+ (C;-~W)-WA (1 

1 + W) (Da + 

(6.248) 

(6.250) 

Where the term Va W D has away, as it is a second-order term. One can 
substitute in for right hand side of equation using 6.161, 

+ [~ 2W + - !W) - WA 

(~Va+ 
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(6.251) 
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k 
variable 

harmonic 
enter via the vector 

= 
k 

Now, as the vectorial ,'/'llmn,/'lnpnlr" the 
through 

(6.253) 

upon substitution one obtains the following nO]mogelleo equation 
in harmonic amplitude V(k): 

(6.254) 

A , although far more technically hazardous, and calculation will 
yield the ('("\IPN''',",'''., evolution equation for 
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Part III 

he ariational inciple in 
eneral lativity 
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"There is a school of mathematical physicists which objects to introduction of 
ideas which do not to things which can actually be and .. I 
hold that if the introduction of a quantity clear'ness of thought, then even if 
at the moment we have no rneans of deter-mining it with precision, its 'introd'uction is 
not only legitimate but desirable. The immeasurable of today may the of 
tomorrow. " 

Thomson 

In this section the theory of General Relativity will formulated in terms the 
and this notion then extended to incorporate Cosmological Per-

turbation 
The Tr>r.n .... r one the 

of variation via techniques, and a brief look at the tetrad "'''''''',""n 
will incorporate the standard theory for perturbations, 
formulation for the covariant 
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the process 
latter 

and a new 
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Chapt 7 

The Variational Approach to 
Gravitation 

"Physics is mathematical not because we know so much about the physical world, but 
we know so . it is only its mathematical properties that we can discover. " 

Russell 

discussed in chapter 3, justification 
well 

'U'_'P'''''' aim is to study 

principle per se 

primarily '""'0"'''
specifically 

mentioned in order to provide necessary context and motivation 
The following chapter is thus to informative 

into the variational several La-
u.U,bAU'UU as incorporating tetrad 

results will then readily pliable to a of 
Perturbation m 7. 

1 The Standard Variational Formulation 

General Relativity was 
original presentation; the varia-

around for some 
of this development 

spawned several on 
I-''''J''U'~Uvv, as well as the parallel Hamiltonian formulation briefly mentioned 

in chapter 3. 
The 

and 
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the sum of a matter term a gravitational term which incor-
space time. one would 

(7.1) 

is the while LM is matter 
the geometry of ':>U,,,,>...,,-", 

of matter, yield the vacuum field equations, hence starting point 
for variation of the action: 

(7.2) 

where naturally the is integrated over the manifold of space timeM. 
the formalism of chapter 3 one desires that the Lagrangian be a scalar density (chapter 
1). incorporate the geometry space-time, one would then the quantity to 
be a function of the metric and its derivatives. The most suitable candidate transpires 
as being the Ricci scalar multiplied by the square root of the determinant of the metric, 
the latter ensuring the density one 

La=AR (7.3) 

can now Dr'JCt~eo the "HI,HUQ,1 

2 Field Equations Different Lagrangian 

to what to 

the plethora of Lagrangian and 
here are the Einstein-Hilbert 

required are usually quite 
will 

The Einstein-Hilbert 

possible form the 
tional of the lagrangian here is 

Expanding then the 

= 

L = L(gab, Yab,c, 9ab,cd) . 

terms of the metric, one 

160 

the 

calculations 
and results 

func
and 

(7.4) 
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[
1 Ih ( + '29 9ch,d + 9dh,c 

- [~9Ih + geh,c 

9cli,h) ] 

Oce,lI) J 

~ 9Ie,d] 

+ 9di,f } (7.5) 

. equations then become: 

aLe 

(eventually) yield: 

that the vacuum 
3 one has: 

which by the above is merely 
in the above calculations the 

is the 

The Action 

(
aLe) ( aLe) 

aYab,c c + a9ab,cd cd , , 
o , 

= 0 , (7.7) 

the constraint equation 3.117 in chapter 

=0 I (7.8) 
;b 

Bianchi Cab
b O. Naturally 

boundary terms is made. The 
calculation, this is 

However, an equivalent simpler 
ab 'initio the 3.10, 3.11 and 

1R cd - 9 -
2 

x . 

(7.9) 

the observation that 
density thus derivative, 

This then vanishes as one is 
the vacuum field 

This method entails the metric and connections 
independent that not being r"' .... ''''·rl'''rI 

the metric. One thus has: 

(7. 
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in the variation of the action, one has to nt>rtf"'lT'nl variations with to 
the metric and connection separately, The variation with to metric thus 
simplifies to: 

6A= 1M (7,11) 

which by lemma the vacuum equations in the form 
then variation with to the COlln(~CtIOn 
the term as per 

(7,12) 

(7.13) 

=0 (7.14) 

which thus necessarily YYlr.AC'"'' that the connection the 
for both the Einstein-Hilbert Hilbert-Palatini actions, 
constant for generality change the and 

one wish to the cosmological term A, the 
form: 

La = A(R+ 2A) . (7.15) 

In it is useful to convert 
L .. ",".U"".U into tetrad notation. In the fonowing section this 

will be done, closely following work by [20J. 

7.3 Tetrad Formulation 

UA""LVJ:~A,",''''' constant can written in 

La e (eAe~RAa~ + 2A) (7.16) 

the RarB is here the curvature of the (unique) <1.A1')_'"",,,, spin-connection 
action then becomes equivalent to the Lagrangian 

ttP,'Pn"D between 
","'VAVU" for the tetrad field 3. 

tetrad only. is the 
metric the 

its determinant 3.17 and the 
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j~ + (2A + ece~Rcf:B)e~) e~d4x 

, + j' (e(gc[ae~V[bb'e~l + gClagbJdeCbVdb'ef)) 
M ~ 

per usual, the second integral yields a boundary term by 
vanishes by assumption. The first term the vacuum 

o . 
With the 

to be independent, ~LHkL~E,~ 
to 

b'A 

Neglecting again the surface term one obtains 
constraints: 

equations 7.18 as 

however, thus the 
connection 

3+1 ADM 

section 4.5.2 the metric form in terms the 3+1 

(N2 - No.N")dT2 - 2No.dx"dT 0"/3d.1/:Xdx/3 

terms this formalism the of 

f 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7. 

as the 

(7.20) 

spin-

splitting: 

(7.21) 

= f[N..jO(KffKg - + (3}R) 2(..jOK)' +2(..jOKN° ..jOoo./3N,/3) ,0] 
= f N ..jO(Kff Kg - K2) + ~(..jOoo./3 N),o(ln 0) ,/3 + N,cA ..jOoo./3) ,/3 -

- f [2( ..jOK)' - - ..jOo('(/3 N,/3),,, + (Noa/3 ..jO,/3 + N( ..jOoo./3),/3J,aJ d4 x 

such that 0 UH.,o,,,,:,,, the determinant' 
Ko/3 is the curvature tensor, 
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(7.22) 
of the metric tensor, 0a/3; while 
equation 4.72, spatial 
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hypersurface with r = cst. The derivative is taken with respect to 

oafJ' and a primed 'UU"vU'"v" differentiation with ,·""n",'t. to proper time, as U'(;JLVL'C;. 

Note the 

is 

7.22 is obtained by the three-curvature 
connections, while the second 

term which will thus vanish when 

in this <>Vlr>r<'"", 

Variational Principle 
is as this constitutes a boundary term. 

7.4 The Matter Lagrangian 

contexts, the matter is defined that the functional deriva-
2) thereof is the requisite energy-momentum tensor; i.e. 

(7.23) 

as, example, is proposed by Weinberg ('Gravitation and and 
applications of the theory of relativity' Chapter 12). that this, in essence, 
presupposes the existence of a matter Lagrangian from which an energy-momentum ten

one presupposes the form of the energy-momentum 
the matter Lagrangian, one has to the 'inverse 

As can well be this 

tel' description, can 
specifically at perturbation theory in terms of a 

a general matter in a system one will have several kinds of 
matter forms present; in this case, the total matter will naturally be the 
algebraic sum of the Lagrangians for each constituent matter component. 
most of the subsequent the matter will be to be of a fluid; 

the the simple 

pis total density; and such that: 

where Va is normalised of matter of 

dXa 
Va = 

ds 
= 

from which one can define: 

as flux'. Hence: 
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p located at x a : 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 
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hapter 8 

A Variational pproach to 
Perturbation Theory 

"I am to think that ,is impossible without fa'itft in which 

are of a purely kind and sometimes qU'ite a faith which is unwar-

f7'Om the scientific point view. " 

8.1 Perturbation Theory 
Principle 

8.1.1 Aims 

the Variational 

, a variational formulation of any particular branch of physics is usu-
through consequent access to the powerful mathematical machinery 

the Variational Calculus, as in chapter 3. addition to these results, 
one also 

variation of some 

formulated, a ~VI..,V",,,. 

as derived in Chapter 2, 
conserved quantities 

Theory, aim is 
Iinearised perturbation 
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8.1 

expounded in 
the assumption 
obtain a 

About a Model 

the notion of a perturbation 
space-time model which is 'perturbed' to 

- the 'lumpy' Hence the difference between 
BIU'I.H:;.l'" IS m essence perturbation. Consequently, a particular quantity in the 

is correspondingly perturbed to obtain its observable counterpart in 

that, if one were to start from a action 
for the real universe, one would have to it as a series about some 

In successive terms to the 

L= 1) 

and 6n to the Taylor 
order perturbation theory will considered; consequent-

ly one would need to Lagrangian to order, as second order terms 
rise to terms in the variation. in order to perform the expansion, 

one needs to express the in terms of background and some 
perturbative functions. This decomposition into background and perturbed 

quantities then has the advantage of yielding two sets of equations: the background equa
tions obtained through variation of action with to background quantities 
alone; and the perturbation equations through variation with respect to 
perturbation 

1.3 Metric Perturbation Theory 

for perturbation 
seem natural to try to derive such a set unambiguously 

an initio. Applying the least action principle to this action 
should then yield a set of equations the 

the following, such an action will be 
theory, using the ADM and [10] 

eta!. ([11]'[17]). 

The Action 

perturbation case, it is 
simplifies the ensuing calculations 

same physical reasons as in the preceding only scalar perturbations 
formalism. One thus starts with the ADM 
perturbed metric 

sec:ona order in the perturbation 
first order perturbation 

after comparing two metrics: 
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In the process, one expands 
only, as a second La-

one notes the 
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N 

where 

1 1 
+¢-2 +2 

(1 - 2,)oa{3 + 

(8,3) 

(8,4) 

this, one the metric, 
K"",,""n't'IUI ter'ms only up to second order -in the perturbation variables: 

f {82 [- 121{(¢ + ,h' - 91{2(¢ + ,)2 

(¢ + ,)('1/1 11:') ,00: 4,' ('Ij; 11:' ) ,aQ 
41{1I: (to: CI/1 

,QQ' + 31{2''Ij;,Q'I/1,Q] + 

where summation over repeated 
se(:on,Q order in the 

action. 
to the metric perturbation 
desired perturbation variables, as 

The Matter 

be seen 

2"a(2(P,a - "a) 
+ 61{2(¢ + 

(8.5) 
implies expan-

term to 
principle is applied to the 

Variation with 
U~_"'V'."J for 

of simplicity, the matter for a BP,'TA"', be 
and formulated in terms of metric perturbation 

with the action for the 'real' perturbed 

(8.6) 

p is total to expand action in terms of the 
perturbation variables, one needs to rewrite p in terms dynamical 
which characterise fluid flow. 
test particles with rest mass mo, 
energy 1r(E) dependent upon pressure p: 

where, as in 

and where, 
tion, one 

p= 

[3], one can express the 

=j'l'dp 

dE to 

f. satisfies continuity 
expands both f.' and 
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density in terms 
density to a potential 

(8,7) 

as: 

(8.8) 

To 
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order 

+ 
the notation of 8.L Inserting these results into 8.6 one 

action: 

+ ¢K,aa + 
+ (Po + po)( + 'lIoC;,1 + ¢~~) 

~~)2] S4 + EM) d4x ' 

the 

(8.9) 

(8. 

(8.11) 

as: 

(8.12) 

as before, summation over lower indices is implicit; such that L:M repre-
sents surface spatial part of a vector which shifts the 
position of a test particle from its "'<>£"1£0""", position to where it would in 
universe. above gravitational matter one then 

+ (8, 

(-6 [,/2 + 21-l1rr' + (1-l2 - f3 .p2J - 4(')" + 1-l¢)('if; - K'),oo 

-1',0) + 2f3(~a' + 'IjJ,o)(~a' + K,a) 2f3c; (31' - K,M ~~ + c~ ¢) 2) 
+ (8.14) 

4. have been used for Po and Po, 
, while L:CM is a surface term arising from joint 

from the matter actions. The perturbation equations can now 
be obtained from the by with respect to ¢, l' K rp'lnp,'r, 

whereby the following 
K 0) obtain: 

to that of 5.32, 5.33 

= 31-l1" - 1-l('if; K')aa 

4S21['G6p = 1'" + 21-l1" + 1-l¢' + (21-l' + 1-l2)¢ 

4S21['G6p = 1'" + 21-l1" + 1-l¢' + (21-l' + 1-l2)¢ 

+ ~ {v2 ((P + - K')]'} 
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5.34 (with 

(8.16) 

(8,17) 
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that 8.15 is equation 5.32; 8.17 is trace of 5.34; 8.16 incorporates non-

diagonal terms of 5.34 as well as and the following been """"'LAUA""'. 

Bardeen Action 

op 

4> 
S 

dp 
= -op 

dp 

c;op 
(Po + po) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

VUI,O,1l1"'" from the first order approximation to the Taylor 
background and shift vector. 

action which 

metric) are considered here: 
previously, and are 

Va.',IVII" which couple to matter have growing 1U\.-'li",,,. 

only scalar will be considered here. In this vain, 
one starts by the space-time metric into sum of a smooth 

and a perturbation: 

gab lab + Olab 

I S 2 (\) 
::::: ab + t gab 

and where the background metric for FRW has the most form: 

lab = diag[-a2(t}, (t), (t)] l 

conformal time a(t) factor S(t). In the 
of first order smallness, with 

such as lab regarded as 
standard form: 

g~~) = [ 
+ 1 
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(8.22) 

(8.23) 
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tensors to 

U""",,11O-' A, B, E, F which are 
F are the fundamental 

functions of both 

<LHI,,"'''"'U in terms of 
Einstein and energy momentum 

(8,24) 

(8.25) 

that the order in <:;AIJa,lJli)lU'l1 of Gab will depend on that of the 
metric. Consequently, such 

discarded, 

senti ally amount to formulating 
variation the following standardised 

L ! 
!U2c+ eM)...j=gd4

x 

= ! ( + eM ) Fijd4
x 

cUl'vature 
and 8,22 

]s an 
one obtains a 

u(t), respectively. 
latter two functions depend only upon thus variation 

the spatially varying of freedom, thus 

(8.26) 

Gl1i"laU density. 
will be varied 

this is that 

space-averaged 
resultant equations beauty of this 

the FRW a smooth, zero-order hence one does 
consist of a smooth background plus a small 

property automatically a decomposition 
,,.uvv,,u part that to background 
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where Ta:tJ(l) is 

a purely spatial 
equation; the tt 
superscript indicates a 

that couples to the metric 
the approach. 

variation separately first with respect to 
source terms in € one obtains the two ~UlluaiHH;l1"''''l \..'J"lJl1VIV~J:\..a.l 

and Friedman equations. 
gauge, and thus varying 

respectively, one 

+ (3)y2 B) + 3~ (3A + (3) 
tt S 

.. S 
A+ S 

perturbation to the stress energy tensor; 
(3) denotes the solution to the 
a double co-ordinate time derivative, 

time derivative, as before. 

(8.28) 

These further simplify to: 

+ 

the stress tensor matter 

= 

Now, due to the assumption of a 
derived from the 

by performing a 

81fGTg(1) = 
(3)y2 A 

= 

172 

grouped together as: 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

there are a further two equations 
perturbation parameters E and F. These 

to the above, yielding: 

S (3) 2' 
S y B 

for 

(8.34) 

As out
one commences by assuming a 
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form As only are 

t+ x) 

Xo + x) 

arbitrary functions of space and time. Proceeding 
gauge transformation to calculate 

perturbation 

A = 

F + (:y 1 

subsequently the feasible candidate for a ""."1-'''-' 

+ 

which the gauge to: 

1 
<I>H = 2'(A SSE) 

in a somewhat 
way, ansatz: 

<I>H + + 

inferred from 
, C2 , are determined by ..... UJllVal 

substituting In 
then to eliminate the resultan t remaining gal1g(~-dleDEmclen 

functions of and gauge-invariant matter terms. 
is: 

-p+ 

173 

(8.36) 

m 
scalar 

(8.39) 

(8.41 ) 

metric 

(8.42) 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 
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8 
S 

P 
1 
- < > 
3 

p - < > 

r = 3
3 - [~r S [382 _ T 
S 

ism as . This is now 
for the metric potential <P H; it, is 

reason for 
horizon (the 

of the perturbations of space-time. The initial vv'm .. ,,,.~~fU" 

in form an equation the first 
perturbations A, B into which is substituted 

the dynamical 

= 
time derivative, can be thought of as 

on an ini tial 

self-interactions, the matter evolution 

(8.46) 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

and infer geometric from equation 8.50. outside the 
horizon matter evolution is dominated by gravitational resulting in it being more 

to solve for in place the equations 
8.45 is equivalent but not identical with, 

two and 
\l2c;<PH' Also, 

to a Huid with 

<P~ + (4 + - 8rrGP} 
2 2 J -P+pCs )SP2 

the terms on 
terms. The 
on the 

right-han~-side equation are the matter source 
is that the source terms ClelJenlCl 

spatial 
stresses (TaB)' Ideally, one would want a sole 

. in physical processes at different cosmological source terms to 
perturbations in which 

Ua. ••• V1") today would 
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back to a physical reason for is that stresses are freely 
1JC;1~1'l(l,U.'C; at instant of energy fluxes evolve from the influence of 

stresses over time momentum equations, while the 
energy density is even specifiable since it evolves in time according to the conservation 

the accumulation of fluxes. equation contains homogeneous 
terms (matter stress terms) and inhomogeneous terms (energy density flux 
so far these have not successfully separated. 

A perfect Fluid 
For the nAlrtPl-t fluid one 

This, 
of state 

one obtains a 

however, is an entropy 
background and 
equation of motion for 

way. 

A with shear stresses 
The tensor of a fluid with 

where the perturbation Tab(l) takes on the 

p 

sr' + 

(p+ P) 
[

PO 
(p+ P) ~ [(ilL - ! 

tensor: 

the 

(8.53) 

thus if equations 
This would imply that the 

resulting in the perturbations 

stresses most 

1 ) (8.54) 

+ ilT,a/3 ] 1 (8.55) 

such that Va is the velocity potential; 0 is the fractional 
density perturbation; 
anisotropic stress perturbation. 
perturbations 
formalism of this paper: 

is the pressure perturbation; and 
above tensor is of the same as the mat tel' 

VO'«01' .... ,;:;<> hold with the this form, the 

(8.56) 

1 
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result in the the appropriate of the equation 8.51 
with Bardeen's equation 

At this point it is insightful to a comparison with previous major on per-
theory. In particular, will be the Lifshitz-Khalatnikov 

approaches. 

LiJshitz-khalatnikov 
Noting the Lifshitz-Khalatnikov decomposition of 

via equation one can show that 
into scalar 

B formulated 

above are to their variables a, b scalar 
way: 

A 

B 

1 
3(a+b)Q 

1 

where k is wave number. there are 
applicable to fluids as matter sources; it is only 

Q(x) in the 

(8.58) 

matter perturbations do not enter equations gravitational perturbations 

Bardeen 
difference Df'I".Wf'f'1 the and that Bardeen is that uses 

the elll~rgY-lnomE~ntum "'1..I'L.la".lUlli> to derive equation-
s of lH~}""_I1J gauge-invariant matter perturbations. Bardeen's 

rlo,r""'rI in this paper, namely A and they are related as follows: 

A 
2 

= + 3HTJQ (8.60) 

B 2HTQ (8.61 ) 

vs V It 

Em 6+ (8.63) 

the same can far more simply 
approach, that the source terms are expressed a that is 

to completely matter sources as opposed to Ud.1U'''t;H 

stresses. Also, derived in 
the slightly 
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8.1.4 Covariant Perturbation Theory 

covariantly u<v._.u\.,u 

equations with 

u",'nu"" rather forcing the 

when simplify to 
co-efficients. 

with variable mass 

'JVU""U,-,' a general 
able co-efIicients: 

nomClgene()Us equation in with vari-

A,B are of Now 

<P = D(t)\II(t) (8.65) 

into 8.64 following: 

\II+ 2-+ .. [D 
(8.66) 

above equation, the 

2- + A = 0 . (8.67) 

This is simply integrated with respect to t to obtain: 

exp ( - ~ lot Adtl) (8.68) 

equation simplifies to: 

Which is 
source term: 

.. [ 1· 
\II + B - 2A 1 

4 

equation 

1· 1 
- -A-

2 4 
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o . (8.69) 

(variable) mass term m zero 

(8.70) 
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for 

8.69 thus has 

£ 
1 
2 

(8.71) 

can thus transformed to obtain a 

the original 

[B 1 [. 2 - fJ? + 
2 } (8.72) 

one the action: 

(8.73) 

evolution equations for 
5, as this is a order LIHH:::-'JC;~}C;UUC;JlIL 

decomposition. equation 6.250 

exp(IJe +c;-2W)dt')OV(k/[e2 tW) WA 
(1 - 3W2) + ~ - K) !e (~+ c; - 2W) 

-He(i+ 2W))'] ~[v(~)2+e + 2W)V(k)V(k)]} 
(8.74) 

It is to note that the is formulated in terms of the 
separate harmonics of the evolution variable, and th€~retore yields a action for 

harmonic. 
Having calculated the it is now a simple down the 

ated Hamiltonian. Once the Hamiltonian application Noether's 
should yield a set equation 3.44 one thus 

the for 

11= (8.75) 

where, the is p ~. 

H(V(k)eXpU e(j+ 2W)dt'))T-~[e2 -~W) 
- W A - - 3W2) + ~ - K) - 0 + - 2Wl 
-~ 2W))'] V(k)2exp 0 eO + 2W dt') 

(8.76) 

One can write Noether current Nb definition 
3.145 which will then theorem 3.146. 
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Other 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusio 

rnatter itself, but by the views of 

our opponents; even the enquiry to the 

point at one can no 
Aristotle 

oIle the advances 
envisions and profound concepts ,",VIJllJl<:OU 

represented by readily identifiable and equations, or sets of 
latter being commensurate with more contemporary paradigms. 

contain and labels which to the 

T·t>T~T·P"t>l't only the correct in much revised, 
be constructed from hindsight - such a 

it portrays as perfectly ordered and consistent; sec:onOlj 
of the toil which took many scientists years to develop 

UL<01H,lVl:lC\.1, it declines to mention countless 

to present such a much 

r<>rnr.,u,n by firstly elucidating 
upon which is 
regarded many as an 

secondly, thorough 
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approach incorporating much of the of 
taU'lJllllt:rl~::> was adopted, in keeping with the sentiments eXl)re:SS€~d 

as expressed in the introduction, to create a u,,, .. ln,,, 

In the process, the various theoretical models of 'VV'vU'VL'JF"Y 

that the closest approximation to the physically 
universe was the class of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker <uv'uv.'" 

with the ultimate objective in physics, namely the understanding 
physical reality, these models had to be 'perturbed' to that which 

whence the motivation for Cosmological Perturbation Theory. 
perturbations were thus explored, more or less as they have ap

practical formalisms related thereto were developed 
one drawback to Cosmological Perturbation Theory - the 

formalisms, each of which exhibiting non-trivial mathe-
in both the pros and cons of these formalisms, 
that depending upon what specifically was desired or be-

to that application only was optimal. For if 
variables which were complete and 

applicable to a general 
However, the drawback was that 

oe],some formulation of physically 
formulated 

were 

the 
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aims and results of the preceding chapter mere 
following significant point to 

un,,,,,,,,.:; appear far simpler in theory 
case with Principle which, as 

simple mathematics, 
However, in application to a physical situation one 
motivating and formulating a 
secondly the horrendous 
as encountered in the 
the 

framework the physical 
As outlined 

as with most concepts in Science, theoretical or otherwise, 
understanding thereof is optimally inculcated through application. It is 

that undertaking has indeed this objective not only 
the Variational Principle, but also Cosmology in that the synthesis of 
the two disciplines has strengthened understanding. 
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Appendix A 

Topology 

encountered in opening on 
was defined in terms of a topological space. 

a set of X with a collection subsets 

.. Any union of sets itself 

.. Any intersection of a finite of the 

• set X set are both 

In to the above one 
sets oj the topology. In application to Differential 

definition Chapter 2 no 
one topological space to start 

Einstein field equation s determine the liel:unet 
is, there are no equations at governing 
context of Relativity though, the 

underlying space is it is 

• A topological space is to be 
space, one can find two open sets 

that the two sets have no 

notion of 
in terms 

locally finite: 

topology; 

of the topology; 

in the 

.. An is said to locally finite if every point in manifold an open 
neighbourhood which with only a number of sets in the topology . 

.. A manifold is to be paracompact if for every atlas A a locally 
atlas A(Jin) with each open set of A(fin) contained in an open set of 
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In a sense, one can view UH"Ul.LV'.U from 
commg 

antees the existence 
local over a manifold, as 
encountered in to the latter, this is formally as 

Given a locally finite atlas AUin), a of unity on a manifold is ,-,"",uUy,-," 

a set of smooth functions {f n} satisfying: 

• of is contained within an open set of AUin); 

• 0 ~ fa ~ 1; 

1 

support of is defined to the closure the set upon is 
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AppendixB 

Four-Dimensional Spherical 
Harmonics 

In full generality, one can define the harmonics as quantities which are eigenfunctions of 
a specific differential operator on a given well-behaved space, and such that the full such 
set of eigenfunctions forms a basis of that space. In Cosmology one normally utilises 
harmonics Q which are eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on three-space 
hypersurfaces of constant curvature with spatial metric oQf3: 

(B.l) 

where, by analogy with plane waves, k is interpreted as the wave number; and as usual, 
the covariant derivative is taken with respect to the spatial metric oQf3; the above quan
tities are also assumed to be functions of the spatial variables only. Assuming then that 
any physical quantity B has separable spatial and temporal dependence, one can expand 
it in terms of the relevant harmonics, whether they be scalar, vectorial or tensorial as 
will be discussed shortly; one therefore has: 

(B.2) 
k 

where Q(k) is the kth harmonic, and B(T)(k) is the 'amplitude' which has only time 
dependence, as assumed. 

In the above formulations one has the identification k2 = n 2 =F 1, such that n 
corresponds to the order of the harmonic while the plus and minus signs correspond to 
pseudospherical and spherical cases respectively. Note that the above has been defined 
with respect to some, as yet unspecified, foliation of space-time; the spatial metric thereof 
being onf3 as in, for example the ADM formalism. This makes the following analysis fully 
general. 

The construction of vectorial and teusorial quantities from the above scalar harmonics 
is unique up to a scalar normalisation factor; letting Q denote the scalar harmonics, one 
can construct, for example, the following two equivalent vectorial quantities: 

(B.3) 
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Note in the Cosmological ~ corresponds to physical wave vector. 

ilarly, one may define associated tensorial quantities: 

tensorial 

= ~ot3Q 
3 Q 

;13 = 1 Q;t3 + 
k2 0' 

is formulated so as to 
sec:ond one is traceless. vector' harmonics can 

the vectorial Helmholtz equation: 

tellsorial 

= 

a trace equal to 
interpreted as vectors 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

as per convention, brackets indicate symmetrisation. Lastly, 
obey then, definition, the Helmholtz equation: 

bearing in 

for any scalar quantity one has that: 

= 

and the 

186 

o 10) 

matter frame 
one may as with the 
following relations to above 

(B.ll) 

12) 

(B.13) 

14) 
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Q = Y (B.16) 

Qa (B. 

'!'Oayo 
S 0 

18) 

S2o~oeYo/3 (B.19) 

Qab 1 (B.20) 

as as following: 

Q 0 ¢::} u080Y 0 

Qa 0 ¢::} u080Ya = 0 
Q'ab = 0 ¢::} u080Ya8 = 0 

can verify the above also for vector and tensor 
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